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Synopsis: TX-0 is a high-speed digital
computer which was built at Lincoln
Laboratory to demonstrate and operation-
ally test 5-megapulse transistor circuitry and
a 65,536-word magnetic-core memory. The
word length is 19 bits; 1 bit is a parity check
bit for memory, 16 bits are assigned to
memory addressing, and the 2 remaining
bits are used to select among three memory-
reference instructions and one micro-
programming instruction. The logic is per-
formed by standardized packages using
surface barrier transistors. Fig. 1 shows
TX-0 with the arithmetic element just
beyond the console and the memory on the
far left. Part I of this paper covers the
TX-0 memory, and Part II the TX-0
circuitry.

Part | The TX-O Memory
HE TX-O MEMORY, Fig. 2, is a
high-speed, random-access, coinci-

dent-current magnetic-core unit with a
storage capacity of 65,536 19-bit
words. The bits in the word are read
out in parallel, and the cycle time is
7.0 usec (microseconds). (Cycle time is
defined as the time between successive
read operations.) Two 256-positionmag-
netic-core switches are used to supply
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the read and write current pulses to
selection lines. The memory system
contains 425 dual triodes and 625 tran-
sistors. It is interesting to note that the
presently available 4,000-register mag-
netic-core memories use almost as many
active elements as are used in this 65,000-
register memory. The memory was
designed both electrically and mechan-
ically so that the word length can be ex-
panded to 87 bits. Two co-ordinates
are used to select a register during the
read operation, and three co-ordinates
are used for writing. A 2 to 1 current
selection ratio js used. A block dia-
gram of the memory system and the
timing diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The
basic operation of this type of memory
system has been adequately described in
the literature and will not be repeated
here.t

Memory Array

The memory array contains 11/4
million ferrite cores which were manu-
factured at the Lincoln Laboratory.
The outside diameter of the core is

80 mils, the inside diameter 50 mils, and
the height 22 mils. When driven with
an 820-milliampere current pulse, the
cores switch in 1 psec and give a
peak output voltage of 100 millivolts.
The cores used in this memory have a
somewhat greater signal-to-noise ratio
than available commercial cores. The
cores are wired into 64 by 64 subassem-
blies, each subassembly being a com-
plete operating memory plane with its
own sense and digit winding. The same
winding configurations are used in the
64 by 64 subassemblies as were used
in the previous memories built at the
Lincoln Laboratory.? Sixteen 64 by 64
subassemblies are assembled in a square
array and connected together to form
each 256 by 256 plane. The choice of
a 64 by 64 subassembly size was a com-
promise between the number of soldered
connections in the 256 by 256 plane and
the ease of construction and test of the
subassemblies.
The digit-plane winding in each 256

by 256 plane is divided into quarters,
each quarter being made up of the
digit winding of four subassemblies con-
nected in series as shown in Fig. 4.
Each quarter looks like a delay line with
a characteristic impedance of 150 ohms
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Fig. 1. TX-0 computer

and a delay time of 0.4 usec. The choice

of connecting only four subassemblies in

series is a compromise between delay
time and equipment. Any increase in

digit-plane winding delay would result
in an increased memory cycle time;
for example, using one digit-plane wind-

ing per 256 by 256 plane would add 2

psec to the cycle time.
It should be noted that during the

operation of the memory, it is practical
to drive only one of the digit-plane
winding quarters in a given 256 by 256

of current is supplied to the digit-plane
winding the resultant voltages cause

transient currents to flow through the

FROM MEMORY

interwinding capacities from the digit
winding to the X, Y, and sense windings.
If the quarters of all the planes are

driven at once, the currents flowing
through the interwinding capacities are

of sufficient magnitude to cause distor-
tion of the digit-plane current pulse, and
to create undesirable transients on the

sense winding. When only one of the

digit-plane winding quarters is pulsed at
a given time, these effects are not harm-
ful.
The sense winding in a 256 by 256 plane

is also broken up into four sections, each

section consisting of the sense windings
from four 64 by 64 subassemblies. The
subassemblies on a given sense winding
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Fig. 2. TX-O memory

are connected in such a manner that no
two subassemblies on the same sense
winding section are common to the sameX or Y driveline; see Fig. 5. It should
be noted that with this method of con-
nection the voltage induced in the sense
winding by the half-selected cores is
equal to that induced in a 64 by 64
memory.' Hach sense winding is also a
delay line. To reduce the delay and
resultant signal distortion, the four
subassemblies on a given sense winding
section are connected in series parallel
as shown in Fig. 3 rather than in series.
Of course, this type of connection halves
the signal amplitude seen at the output
terminals of the sense winding section.
Twenty 256 by 256 planes are stacked

on */2-inch centers and the X and Y wires
are connected in series to form the com-
plete memory array; see Fig. 6. Nine-
teen of the planes are used, and the
20th plane is retained as a spare. The
total dimensions of the memory array
are 31 by 31 by 10 inches. The X and Y
windings are also delay lines, with a
characteristic impedance of 150 ohms
and a delay of 0.15 usec. It is interest-
ing to note that the delay time for each
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Fig. 3(A). Block diagram, 256 by 256
Memory. 3(B). Memory timing chart

of the various types of winding in the
memory is roughly 0.1 ysec per 4,000
cores.

Magnetic-Core Switches

Each magnetic-core switch is made up
of 256 tape-wound cores, each core con-
taining 100 wraps of 4-79 Mopermalloy
tape '/,mil thick and 1/,inch wide,
wound on a bobbin with an inside diam-
eter of 1/4 inch. Four windings are
placed on each core: two 12-turn drive
windings, a 16-turn output winding,
and a 2-turn bias winding. These cores
are connected into a square array to form
a 2-co-ordinate switch. The operation
of the switch is shown in Fig. 7. All the
cores in the switch are biased to point A
with a d-c bias current. The applica-
tion of either the « or v current
pulses alone does not switch a core. The
application of w and v together to a
given core causes the core to switch and
generate a 410 milliampere read current
pulse at the secondary. When the
u and v pulses end, the bias current
switches the previously selected core
back to point A, generating the write
pulse. The selected core is allowed to
switch completely. The cores in the

Fig. 4 (left). Digit-
plane winding con-
nection schematic,
256 by 256 memory

plane

:

Fig. 6 (right). Mem-
ory array

:

: : :

switch were selected for uniformity of
open-circuit output voltage and switch-
ing time. The switch was wound as a
current step-down device in order to
match the characteristics of the driver
tubes to that of the 150-ohm X and Y
selection lines. All current outputs
from the switch are uniform within 5%.

Circuits

The switch driver circuit used to drive
one co-ordinate of a switch is shown in
Fig. 8. A particular line in the switch is
selected by first grounding one of the
grid input lines and then pulsing one
of the current regulators. For example,
to select line O, grid input O is grounded
and current regulator input O is pulsed.
The current regulators hold the current

Fig. 7(A) (right). Operation of switch core.
7(B) (below). Schematic, magnetic-core switch

constant to within 3% over the life of the
tubes.
The digit-plane driver circuit is shown

in Fig. 9, and it is similar to the current
regulator in the switch drive circuit.
Four such circuits are associated with
each 256 by 256 plane, one for each
quarter of the digit winding.
The sense amplifier circuit is shown in

Fig. 10. The specifications on the sense
amplifier are as follows: it must accept

plane at any one time. When a pulse
8
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bipolar input signals, it must have bal-
anced input and must reject common-
mode signals, it must not block when hit
by large voltage transients, it must ac-
cept a train of unipolarity signals, and
it must have constant gain over reason-
able periods of time. The circuit shown
meets these specifications satisfactorily.
The unwanted signal due to voltages from
half-selected cores and zeros is sliced out
by applying the proper bias voltage to
the center tap of the secondary of the
transformer. The transformer bias volt-
age can be varied to give a measure of

months with very satisfactory results.
A number of the parameters of the sys-
tem have been plotted versus the sense-
amplifier transformer bias voltage. One
of the most important plots is shown in
Fig. 11. In this test the current in one
switch-driver current regulator was
varied, and the sense amplifier trans-
former bias voltage to all 19 sense am-
plifiers was varied until an incorrect read-

+150V

out occurred. The test program used
shifts itself through all memory ad-
dresses. It is as ''tough" on the memory
margins as an average program. When
the switch drive current is varied, the
amplitude of the read current pulse and
the amplitude and shape of the write
current pulse are changed; the switch
drive current is therefore one of the most

(Continued on p. 98)
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the signal to the noise ratio of the signal
coming out of the sense winding. This
is the method used to determine the iypyy
margins of the system. The amplified
input signals are mixed and rectified in
the emitter-follower circuit, and then
further amplified in the pulse-amplifier
section to a voltage of 3 volts if a one
was read out and to zero volts if a zero
was read out of the memory plane. The
signal is transmitted to the memory
buffer register where it is sampled with
a O.l-usec strobe pulse. One 4-input
sense amplifier is associated with each
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Fig. 11. Switch driver current margins Fig. 14. Parallel inverters
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The memory system has been under
test in the TX-0 computer for several Fig. 9. Circuit schematic, digit plane driver Fig. 15 (right), Series inverters
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critical in the system. The upper curve
in Fig. 9 corresponds to failure to read
out a one and the lower curve represents
failure to read out a zero correctly. The
margins shown are comparable to those
obtained on the 4,096-word MTC mem-
ory at the Lincoln Laboratory.
During the coming months the word

length of the memory will be increased
to 37-bits to bring the total storage
capacity to 2.5 million bits, and the
memory cycle time will be reduced to
6 usec.

Part Il, TX-O Circuitry

Reliability has been one of the prom-
ised advantages of transistors in computer

Ome OUT

circuits, and indeed it has proved to be
so. Reliability has come largely from the
gross reduction in the number of parts,
and from the expected long life of the
transistors. But, in addition to relia-
bility, it is found that transistors also
can give improvements in speed and tol-
erance to parameter variations, and that
they lend themselves to standardized
building blocks.
Faster circuit speed is not a result of

the fact that transistors are faster than
vacuum tubes, for as yet they are not,
but because they operate at much lower
voltage levels. A vacuum tube takes a
signal of several volts to turn it from
fully on to fully oFF but a transistor
takes less than one volt to do this.
Tolerance to parameter variations

Fig. 17. TX-0 flip-flop
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is the result of being able to saturate the
transistor. Unlike vacuum tubes, which
always need an appreciable voltage
across them for operation, an ON tran-
sistor can have almost no voltage across
it. In fact, it can be usually considered
as a switch that is either open or closed.
This feature of the transistor makes
possible very simple and very stable
circuits.
Standardized building blocks are prac-

tical because of the small number of
types of circuits required in a system, and
because of the large driving capabilities
of the saturated transistor. Even though
the rated power dissipation of the tran-
sistor may be low, it can drive a large
load because there is so little voltage
across a saturated transistor.
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Circuit Types

There are two general circuit config-
urations in TX-0: the saturated in-
verter, arid the saturated emitter follower.
When a transistor in these circuits is sat-
urated or ON there is only about 0.1
volt across it, so that an on inverter
clamps its output to ground and an on
emitter follower clamps its output to the
supply voltage.
'The saturated emitter follower is, in

general, driven by an inverter as shown
in Fig. 12. The output voltage as a
function of load current is plotted first
with R returned to the -3 supply to show

TX-0 mounting
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OUTPUT
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Fig. 20 (left). 20
TX-0 flip-flop
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-20

Fig. 21 (right). 20
TX-0 logic units
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-20

the characteristic of an unsaturated
emitter follower, and then with R re-
turned to -10 to show that the output
voltage remains almost constant with
load variations for a saturated emitter
follower. R was changed to keep the
inverter current the same in both cases.
Transistor networks are used to per-

form logical operations. Emitter follow-
ers are combined in parallel to form non-
inverting AND circuits for positive sig-
nals and or circuits for negative signals,
as in Fig. 13. Inverters are combined
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in parallel and in series, as in Figs. 14
and 15, and series-parallel combinations
for other operations. The output of a
logical network is combined with a
sensing pulse to set a flip-flop.
In the schematic of the saturated in-

verter shown in Fig. 16 the input resistor
is selected so that in the ON condition,
enough current, plus a safety factor,
flows from the base to keep the transistor
saturated with less than 100 millivolts,
collector to emitter. The resistor to the
+10 supply voltage is chosen so that



when the input is close to ground and the
transistor is cut off, the base is biased
positive to give tolerance to noise and
spurious signals. The by-pass capacitor
C is made large enough to take all the
holes out of the base during the turn off
transient. Fig. 16 shows the effect of
this capacitor on the turn-off time.
With surface barrier transistors, the
holes are removed so fast that the turn-
off delay is difficult to measure.
The input impedance of the saturated

inverter is roughly equal to the parallel
RC in the base, so for driving economy
R is made only small enough to saturate
safely the transistor with the lowest ex-
pected current gain, and C is made only
large enough to turn off safely the tran-
sistor with the largest specified amount of
hole storage. Minimum current gain
and maximum hole storage were specified
to give reasonably large yields from tran-
sistor production.

Flip-Flop

In designing TX-0 it was decided that
the advantages of having one standard.
flip-flop would be worth the cost of some
complication in the circuitry. The
circuit diagram of the flip-flop package
in Fig. 17 shows an Eccles-Jordan flip-
flop followed by a 3-transistor amplifier
on each side. The output amplifiers
give excellent rise time. Input ampli-
fiers isolate the pulse input circuits and
taise the input impedance. Also these

Fig. 25 (left).
-3-volt supply

margins

Fig. 27 (right).
Temperature mar-

gins

Fig. 26 (left).
-10-volt supply

margins

Fig. 28 (right).
Pulse margins -20

amplifiers act as a delay line which
allows the flip-flop to be set at the same
time that it is being sampled. Fig. 18
shows the wave forms of this flip-flop
package. The rise and fall times, about
25 mysec, are faster than one normally
sees in an inverter or emitter follower be-
cause on each output there is an in-
verter that pulls to ground and an
emitter follower that pulls to -3 volts.
Fig. 19 shows the pulse amplitude neces-
sary to complement the flip-flop at
various frequencies. Although this cir-
cuit will operate at a 10-megapulse rate, it
is normally run at a maximum of 5 mega-
pulses per second.
Circuits which are repeated often were

designed with as few components as pos-
sible. In the case of less frequently
used circuits, added components and
even redundancy were incorporated when
they could simplify the system. For
example, the number of flip-flops in a
system like TX-0 is quite small com-
pared to the gates which transfer infor-
mation from one group of flip-flops to
another. So the TX-0 transfer gates
were made very simple. A transfer
gate is in fact only a single inverter;
the emitter is connected to the output of
the flip-flop being read, and the collector
is connected to the input of the flip-flop
being set. The output impedance of the
flip-flop is so low that when the output is
at the ground level, a pulse on the base
of the transfer gate sets the other flip-
flop.

° CENTIGRADE

2 4 6
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Packaging

Simple construction and maintenance
of TX-0 was accomplished by using large
numbers of a few types of plug-in units.
For example, one package, Fig. 20, con-
tained only a standard flip-flop. Even
smaller packages, Fig. 21, contained only
one to three inverters or emitter follow-
ers, These then were plugged into
panels like the one in Fig. 22, and in turn
were interconnected with solderless con-
nectors.

Marginal Checking

Marginal checking was incorporated
in these circuits to locate deteriorating
components before they failed. It was
also useful for locating the design center
of the various parameters, and for indi-
cating the tolerance of circuits to these
parameters. In addition, marginal check-
ing was used after the TX-0 system was
operating to find noise and other system
faults which were not serious enough to
cause failure, but which would have de-
creased the reliability.
Operating conditions of the circuits

can be indicated by varying the inverter
bias. In the flip-flop schematic in Fig.
17, the inverters were divided into two
groups for marginal checking, and the
two leads labeled MCA and MCB are
varied one at a time for most critical
checking of the circuit.
Sample plots of margins as a function

of various parameters are shown in the
figures. Fig. 23 shows the tolerance to
the transistor current gain, and how
marginal checking will indicate its de-
terioration.
Fig. 24 shows the tolerance to 7, a

measure of hole storage. Margins to
supply voltages, temperature, and pulse

amplitude are shown in Figs. 25 through
28.
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TX-0, A Transistor Computer with a

256 by 256 Memory
J. L. MITCHELL

Synopsis: TX-O is a high-speed digital
computer which was built at Lincoln
Laboratory to demonstrate and operation-
ally test 5-megapulse transistor circuitry and
a 65,536-word magnetic-core memory. The
word length is 19 bits; 1 bit is a parity check
bit for memory, 16 bits are assigned to
memory addressing, and the 2 remaining
bits are used to select among three memory-
reference instructions and one micro-
programming instruction. The logic is per-
formed by standardized packages using
surface barrier transistors. Fig. 1 shows
TX-0 with the arithmetic element just
beyond the console and the memory on the
far left. Part I of this paper covers the
TX-0 memory, and Part II the TX-0
circuitry.

Part | , The TX-O Memory
HE TX-O MEMORY, Fig. 2, is a
high-speed, random-access, coinci-

dent-current magnetic-core unit with a
storage capacity of 65,536 19-bit
words. The bits in the word are read
out in parallel, and the cycle time is
7.0 usec (microseconds). (Cycle time is
defined as the time between successive
read operations.) Two 256-positionmag-
netic-core switches are used to supply
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the read and write current pulses to
selection lines. The memory system
contains 425 dual triodes and 625 tran-
sistors. It is interesting to note that the
presently available 4,000-register mag-
netic-core memories use almost as many
active elements as are used in this 65,000-
register memory. The memory was
destgned both electrically and mechan-
ically so that the word length can be ex-
panded to 37 bits. Two co-ordinates
are used to select a register during the
read operation, and three co-ordinates
are used for writing. A 2 to 1 current
selection ratio is used. A block dia-
gram of the memory system and the
timing diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The
basic operation of this type of memory
system has been adequately described in
the literature and will not be repeated
here.?

Memory Array

The memory array contains 11/,
million ferrite cores which were manu-
factured at the Lincoln Laboratory.
The outside diameter of the core is

80 mils, the inside diameter 50 mils, and
the height 22 mils. When driven with
an 820-milliampere current pulse, the
cores switch in 1 psec and give a
peak output voltage of 100 millivolts.
The cores used in this memory have a
somewhat greater signal-to-noise ratio
than available commercial cores. The
cores are wired into 64 by 64 subassem-
blies, each subassembly being a com-
plete operating memory plane with its
own sense and digit winding. The same
winding configurations are used in the
64 by 64 subassemblies as were used
in the previous memories built at the
Lincoln Laboratory.? Sixteen 64 by 64
subassemblies are assembled in a square
array and connected together to form
each 256 by 256 plane.* The choice of
a 64 by 64 subassembly size was a com-
promise between the number of soldered
connections in the 256 by 256 plane and
the ease of construction and test of the
subassemblies.
The digit-plane winding in each 256

by 256 plane is divided into quarters,
each quarter being made up of the
digit winding of four subassemblies con-
nected in series as shown in Fig. 4.
Each quarter looks like a delay line with
a characteristic impedance of 150 ohms
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Fig. 1. TX-0 computer

and a delay time of 0.4 usec. The choice
of connecting only four subassemblies in
series is a compromise between delay
time and equipment. Any increase in
digit-plane winding delay would result
in an increased memory cycle time;
for example, using one digit-plane wind-
ing per 256 by 256 plane would add 2

usec to the cycle time.
It should be noted that during the

operation of the memory, it is practical
to drive only one of the digit-plane
winding quarters in a given 256 by 256
plane at any one time. When a pulse
of current is supplied to the digit-plane
winding the resultant voltages cause
transient currents to flow through the
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interwinding capacities from the digit
winding to the X, Y, and sense windings.
If the quarters of all the planes are
driven at once, the currents flowing
through the interwinding capacities are
of sufficient magnitude to cause distor-
tion of the digit-plane current pulse, and
to create undesirable transients on the
sense winding. When only one of the
digit-plane winding quarters is pulsed at
a given time, these effects are not harm-
ful.
The sense winding in a 256 by 256 plane

is also broken up into four sections, each
section consisting of the sense windings
from four 64 by 64 subassemblies. The
subassemblies on a given sense winding
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Fig. 2. TX-O memory

are connected in such a manner that no
two subassemblies on the same sense
winding section are common to the same
X or driveline; see Fig.5. It should
be noted that with this method of con-
nection the voltage induced in the sense
winding by the half-selected cores is
equal to that induced in a 64 by 64
memory.' Each sense winding is also a
delay line. To reduce the delay and
resultant signal distortion, the four
subassemblies on a given sense winding
section are connected in series parallel
as shown in Fig. 3 rather than in series.
Of course, this type of connection halves
the signal amplitude seen at the output
terminals of the sense winding section.
Twenty 256 by 256 planes are stacked

on !/,-inch centers and the X and Y wires
are connected in series to form the com-
plete memory array; see Fig. 6. Nine-
teen of the planes are used, and the
20th plane is retained as a spare. The
total dimensions of the memory array
are 31 by 31 by 10 inches. The X and Y
windings are also delay lines, with a
characteristic impedance of 150 ohms
and a delay of 0.15 usec. It is interest-
ing to note that the delay time for each
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Fig. 3(A). Block diagram, 256 by 256
Memory. 3(B). Memory timing chart

of the various types of winding in the
memory is roughly 0.1 ysec per 4,000
cores.

Magnetic-Core Switches

Each magnetic-core switch is made up
of 256 tape-wound cores, each core con-
taining 100 wraps of 4-79 Mopermalloy
tape '/,-mil thick and 1/,-inch wide,
wound on a bobbin with an inside diam-
eter of '/4 inch. Four windings are
placed on each core: two 12-turn drive
windings, a 16-turn output winding,
and a 2-turn bias winding. These cores
are connected into a square array to form
a 2-co-ordinate switch. The operation
of the switch is shown in Fig. 7. All the
cores in the switch are biased to point A
with a d-c bias current. The applica-
tion of either the # or v current
pulses alone does not switch a core. The
application of u and v together to a
given core causes the core to switch and
generate a 410 milliampere read current
pulse at the secondary. When the
u and v pulses end, the bias current
switches the previously selected core
back to point A, generating the write
pulse. The selected core is allowed to
switch completely. The cores in the

aaa
Fig. 5. Sense-winding connection schematic
for one sense-winding section, 256 by 256

memory plane

Fig. 4 (left). Digit-
plane winding con-
nection schematic,
256 by 256 memory

plane NGG aw

:
:

: : :

>

Fig 6(right) Mem
ory array

switch were selected for uniformity of
open-circuit output voltage and switch-
ing time. The switch was wound as a
current step-down device in order to
match the characteristics of the driver
tubes to that of the 150-ohm X and Y
selection lines. All current outputs
from the switch are uniform within 5%.

Circuits

The switch driver circuit used to drive
one co-ordinate of a switch is shown in
Fig. 8. A particular line in the switch is
selected by first grounding one of the
grid input lines and then pulsing one
of the current regulators. For example,
to select line O, grid input O is grounded
and current regulator input O is pulsed.
The current regulators hold the current

Fig. 7(A) (right). Operation of switch core.
7(B) (below). Schematic, magnetic-core switch

constant to within 3% over the life of the
tubes.
The digit-plane driver circuit is shown

in Fig. 9, and it is similar to the current
regulator in the switch drive circuit.
Four such circuits are associated with
each 256 by 256 plane, one for each
quarter of the digit winding.
The sense amplifier circuit is shown in

Fig. 10. The specifications on the sense
amplifier are as follows: it must accept

c
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Fig. 8. Circuit schematic, switch driver @ 290
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schematic, sense
Fig. 10. Circuit

amplifier
Switcn switch

ONG

P

bipolar input signals, it must have bal-
anced input and must reject common-
mode signals, it must not block when hit
by large voltage transients, it must ac-
cept a train of unipolarity signals, and
it must have constant gain over reason-
able periods of time. The circuit shown
meets these specifications satisfactorily.
The unwanted signal due to voltages from
half-selected cores and zeros is sliced out
by applying the proper bias voltage to
the center tap of the secondary of the
transformer. The transformer bias volt-
age can be varied to give a measure of
the signal to the noise ratio of the signal
coming out of the sense winding. This
is the method used to determine the
margins of the system. The amplified
input signals are mixed and rectified in
the emitter-follower circuit, and then
further amplified in the pulse-amplifier
section to a voltage of 3 volts if a one
was read out and to zero volts if a zero
was read out of the memory plane. The
signal is transmitted to the memory
buffer register where it is sampled with
a 0.l-usec strobe pulse. One 4-input
sense amplifier is associated with each
256 by 256 plane.

Results

The memory system has been under
test in the TX-0 computer for several

months with very satisfactory results.
A number of the parameters of the sys-
tem have been plotted versus the sense-
amplifier transformer bias voltage. One
of the most important plots is shown in
Fig. 11. In this test the current in one
switch-driver current regulator was
varied, and the sense amplifier trans-
former bias voltage to all 19 sense am-
plifiers was varied until an incorrect read-

Samet as
CIRCUIT ON LEFT

out occurred. The test program used
shifts itself through all memory ad-
dresses. It is as "tough" on the memory
margins as an average program. When
the switch drive current is varied, the
amplitude of the read current pulse and
the amplitude and shape of the write
current pulse are changed; the switch
drive current is therefore one of the most

(Continued on p. 98)
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Fig. 9. Circuit schematic, digit plane driver
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1000 n

-3V
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OUTPUT WITHOUT C

critical in the system. The upper curve
in Fig. 9 corresponds to failure to read
out a one and the lower curve represents
failure to read out a zero correctly. The
margins shown are comparable to those
obtained on the 4,096-word MTC mem-
ory at the Lincoln Laboratory.
During the coming months the word

length of the memory will be increased
to 37-bits to bring the total storage
capacity to 2.5 million bits, and the
memory cycle time will be reduced to
6 psec.

Part Il, TX-O Circuitry

Reliability has been one of the prom-
ised advantages of transistors in computer

OME OUT

circuits, and indeed it has proved to be
so. Reliability has come largely from the
gross reduction in the number of parts,
and from the expected long life of the
transistors. But, in addition to relia-
bility, it is found that transistors also
can give improvements in speed and tol-
erance to parameter variations, and that
they lend themselves to standardized
building blocks.
Faster circuit speed is not a result of

the fact that transistors are faster than
vacuum tubes, for as yet they are not,
but because they operate at much lower
voltage levels. A vacuum tube takes a
signal of several volts to turn it from
fully on to fully orr but a transistor
takes less than one volt to do this.
Tolerance to parameter variations

Fig. 17. TX-0 flip-flop

6

OUTPUT
LOADED WITH

(100 MMFD, |000n)

TRIGGER

(10 MCS)

1 1 1 1 1

100 200 300 400 500 600
mpSEC

Fig. 16 (left). Turn-off time |

Fig. 18 (above). TX-0 flip-flop

is the result of being able to saturate the
transistor. Unlike vacuum tubes, which
always need an appreciable voltage
across them for operation, an ON tran-
sistor can have almost no voltage across
it. In fact, it can be usually considered
as a switch that is either open or closed.
This feature of the transistor makes
possible very simple and very stable
circuits.
Standardized building blocks are prac-

tical because of the small number of

types of circuits required in a system, and
because of the large driving capabilities
of the saturated transistor. Even though
the rated power dissipation of the tran-
sistor may be low, it can drive a large
load because there is so little voltage
across a saturated transistor.

wc 6 (+0v)
wc A (#10V)

GROUND

ZERO OUT

~10V

Fig. 19 (left).3
Trigger sensitiv-OUTPUT

ity(UNLOADED) 2.5

2.0

PULSE 5
VOLTS

PULSES
Fig. 22 (right).
TX-0 mounting

0.5

0 2 4 6

FREQUENCY IN MCS

Circuit Types

There are two general circuit config-
urations in TX-0: the saturated in-
verter, anid the saturated emitter follower.
When a transistor in these circuits is sat-
urated or on there is only about 0.1
volt across it, so that an on inverter
clamps its output to ground and an on
emitter follower clamps its output to the
supply voltage.
The saturated emitter follower is, in

general, driven by an inverter as shown
in Fig. 12, The output voltage as a
function of load current is plotted first
with R returned to the -3 supply to show

panels10

:

Fig. 20 (left).
TX-0 flip-flop

20
O

MC
VOLTS

Fig. 23 (right).
Beta margins

-20
10

Fig. 21 (right).
TX-0 logic units

MC
VOLTS

oOO

SIDE B=20

Fig. 24 (right).
Tau margins

-20

the characteristic of an unsaturated
emitter follower, and then with R re-
turned to ~10 to show that the output
voltage remains almost constant with
load variations for a saturated emitter
follower. R was changed to keep the
inverter current the same in both cases.
Transistor networks are used to per-

form logical operations. Emitter follow-
ers are combined in parallel to form non-
inverting AND circuits for positive sig-
nals and or circuits for negative signals,
as in Fig. 13. Inverters are combined

7

20 30 40
"O" SIDE B

20
O

"I" SIDE r= 70

40 60 80
"O" SIDE r

20

in parallel and in series, as in Figs. 14
and 15, and series-parallel combinations
for other operations. The output of a
logical network is combined with a
sensing pulse to set a flip-flop.
In the schematic of the saturated in-

verter shown in Fig. 16 the input resistor
is selected so that in the on condition,
enough current, plus a safety factor,
flows from the base to keep the transistor
saturated with less than 100 millivolts,
collector to emitter. The resistor to the
+10 supply voltage is chosen so that

av
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when the input is close to ground and the
transistor is cut off, the base is biased
positive to give tolerance to noise and
spurious signals. The by-pass capacitor
C is made large enough to take all the
holes out of the base during the turn off
transient. Fig. 16 shows the effect of
this capacitor on the turn-off time.
With surface barrier transistors, the
holes are removed so fast that the turn-
off delay is difficult to measure.
The input impedance of the saturated

inverter is roughly equal to the parallel
RC in the base, so for driving economy
R is made only small enough to saturate
safely the transistor with the lowest ex-
pected current gain, and C is made only
large enough to turn off safely the tran-
sistor with the largest specified amount of
hole storage. Minimum current gain
and maximum hole storage were specified
to give reasonably large yields from tran-
sistor production.

Flip-Flop

In designing TX-0 it was decided that
the advantages of having one standard
flip-flop would be worth the cost of some
complication in the circuitry. The
circuit diagram of the flip-flop package
in Fig. 17 shows an Eccles-Jordan flip-
flop followed by a 3-transistor amplifier
on each side. The output amplifiers
give excellent rise time. Input ampli-
fiers isolate the pulse input circuits and
raise the input impedance. Also these

Fig. 26 (left).
-10-volt supply

margins

Mc
VOLTS

Fig. 28 (right).
Pulse margins -20

amplifiers act as a delay line which
allows the flip-flop to be set at the same
time that it is being sampled. Fig. 18
shows the wave forms of this flip-flop
package. The rise and fall times, about
25 msec, are faster than one normally
sees in an inverter or emitter follower be-
cause on each output there is an in-
verter that pulls to ground and an
emitter follower that pulls to -3 volts.
Fig. 19 shows the pulse amplitude neces-
sary to complement the flip-flop at
various frequencies. Although this cir-
cuit will operate at a 10-megapulse rate, it
is normally run at a maximum of 5 mega-
pulses per second.
Circuits which are repeated often were

designed with as few components as pos-
sible. In the case of less frequently
used circuits, added components and
even redundancy were incorporated when
they could simplify the system. For
example, the number of flip-flops in a
system like TX-0 is quite small com-
pared to the gates which transfer infor-
mation from one group of flip-flops to
another. So the TX-0 transfer gates
were made very simple. A transfer
gate is in fact only a single inverter;
the emitter is connected to the output of
the flip-flop being read, and the collector
is connected to the input of the flip-flop
being set. The output impedance of the
flip-flop is so low that when the output is
at-the ground level, a pulse on the base
of the transfer gate sets the other flip-
flop.

Fig. 25 (left). 20
-3-volt supply

margins 10

MC O
VOLTS

10

gins

2 4 6
PULSE AMPLITUDE (volts)

Packaging

Simple construction and maintenance
of TX-0 was accomplished by using large
numbers of a few types of plug-in units.
For example, one package, Fig. 20, con-
tained only a standard flip-flop. Even
smaller packages, Fig. 21, contained only
one to three inverters or emitter follow-
ers. These then were plugged into
panels like the one in Fig. 22, and in turn
were interconnected with solderless con-
nectors.

Marginal Checking

Marginal checking was incorporated
in these circuits to locate deteriorating
components before they failed. It was
also useful for locating the design center
of the various parameters, and for indi-
cating the tolerance of circuits to these
parameters. In addition, marginal check-
ing was used after the TX-0 system was
operating to find noise and other system
faults which were not serious enough to
cause failure, but which would have de-
creased the reliability.
Operating conditions of the circuits

can be indicated by varying the inverter
bias. In the flip-flop schematic in Fig.
17, the inverters were divided into two
groups for marginal checking, and the
two leads labeled MCA and MCB are
varied one at a time for most critical
checking of the circuit.
Sample plots of margins as a function

of various parameters are shown in the
figures. Fig. 23 shows the tolerance to
the transistor current gain, and how
marginal checking will indicate its de-
terioration.
Fig. 24 shows the tolerance to 7, a

measure of hole storage. Margins to
supply voltages, temperature, and pulse

amplitude are shown in Figs. 25 through
28.
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Transistor Circuitry in the Lincoln TX-2*
KENNETH H. OLSENT

CircuIT CONFIGURATIONS With a negative input, the output is "shorted" to the
NLY TWO BASIC circuits are needed to per- -3-volt supply as through a switch. When several of

these emitter followers are combined in parallel, as inform most of the logical operations in the TX-2O computer; a saturated transistor inverter and a Fig. 2, any one of them will clamp the output to -3 v.
saturated emitter follower. To the logical designer who +10works with them, these circuits can be considered as
simple switches which are either open or closed.
The schematic diagram of an emitter follower and the

symbol used by the logical designers is shown in Fig. 1.
> OUT

+10 +10 445
-3

Fig. 2-Parallel emitter follower.

We have then an OR circuit for negative signals and an
AND circuit for positive signals. The transistor inverter
is shown in Fig. 3 (next page) with its logic symbol. Ba-
sic AND, OR circuits result from the connection of these
simple switches in series or parallel (Figs. 4 and 5). More

Fig. 11 Emitter follower. complex networks like the TX-2 carry circuit use these
elements arranged in series-parallel (Fig. 6).* This work was supported jointly by the U.S. Army, Navy, and In Fig. 3 the resistor R, is chosen so that under theAir Force under contract with Mass. Inst. Tech.

t Lincoln Lab., M.I.T., Lexington, Mass. worst combinations of stated component and power
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+10 GNO
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INPUT
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-10

-10

Fig. 3-Inverter.

GND

+10

Fig. 4 Parallel inverters.

GND

OUT

-10
Fig. 5 Series inverters.

supply variations, the drop across the transistor will be
jess than 200 millivolts during the "on-condition. " Re
biases the transistor base positive during the off condi-
tion to provide greater tolerance to noise, Io, and signal
variations. Capacitance C was selected to remove all of
the minority carriers from the base when the transistor
is being turned off. The effect of C on a test circuit
driven by a fast step is shown in Fig. 7. Note that the
delay due to hole storage is only a few millimicroseconds.
We run the circuits under saturated conditions to

achieve stability and a wide tolerance to parameters

FROM
FLIP

TO
DIGIT

-10
Fig. 6--TX-2 carry circuits.

+10V

0.18 MEG
INPUT

INPUT 5000n

c
1000-3

OUTPUT WITH C
-3V

0
T,= TURN-OFF TIME

-3
OUTPUT WITHOUT C

Fig. 7-Turn-off time.

without the need for clamp diodes. Unlike vacuum tubes
which always need an appreciable voltage across them
for operation, a transistor requires practically no voltage
across it. In spite of the delay in turning off saturated
transistors, these circuits are faster than most vacuum
tube circuits. Faster circuit speed is not due to the fact
that the transistors are faster than vacuum tubes, but
because they operate at much lower voltage levels. A
vacuum tube takes a signal of several volts to turn it
from fully "on" to fully "off;" a transistor takes less
than one volt.

On the basis of previous experience, we decided that
the advantages of having one standard flip-flop were
worth some complication in TX-2 circuitry. The circuit
diagram of the flip-flop package in Fig. 8 is basically an
Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit with a three-transistor
amplifier on each output. The input amplifiers isolate
the pulse input circuits and give high input impedance.
The amplifiers give enough delay to allow the flip-flop
to be set at the same time that it is being sensed. Fig.
9 shows the waveforms of this flip-flop package when
complemented at a 10-megapulse rate. The rise and fall
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Fig. 8-TX-2 flip-flop.
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Fig. 9-Flip-flop waveforms.

times, about 25 millimicroseconds, are faster than one
normally sees in a single inverter, or an emitter follower
because on each output there is an inverter that pullsto ground and an emitter follower that pulls to -3 v.

FREQUENCY IN MCS

Fig. 10-Trigger sensitivity.

(JOO MMFD, 1000N) Fig. 10 isa plot of the pulse amplitude necessary to com-
plement the flip-flop at various frequencies. Note the
independence of trigger sensitivity to pulse repetitionrate. This circuit will operate at a 10-megapulse rate,twice the maximum rate at which it will be used inTX-2.
The TX-2 circuits reproduced most often were de-

signed with a minimum number of components toachieve economies in manufacture and maintenance.The design of less frequently reproduced circuits madeliberal use of components-even redundancy to achieve
long life and broad tolerance to component variations.The goal was system simplicity and high performancewith a lower total number of components than mightotherwise be possible. For example, the number of flip-flops in the TX-2 is small compared to the gates whichtransfer information from one group of flip-flops toanother; so the flip-flops were allowed to be relativelycomplicated but the TX-2 transfer gates were made verysimple. A transfer gate is only a single inverter. Theemitter is connected to the output of the flip-flop be-
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Fig. 11 Tau margins.
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Fig. 12-Beta margins.

5 7 9 3 15

Fig. 13-- 10-volt supply margins.

ing read and the collector is connected to the input of
the flip-flop being set. The output impedance of the flip-
flop is so low that, when the output is at the ground
level, a pulse on the base of the transfer gate shorts the
input of the other flip-flop to ground and sets its condi-
tion.

MARGINAL CHECKING
We planned, of course, to incorporate marginal check-

ing in the design of these circuits so that, under a pro-
gram of regularly scheduled maintenance, deteriorating
components could be located before they caused failure
in the system. We also found it practical to use the
technique during the design of the circuits to locate the
design center of the various parameters and to indicate
the tolerance of circuit performance to these parame-

10 20 30 4.0 50

Fig. 14--3-volt supply margins.

20
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VOLTS

-20
0 20 40 60 Bo 90

° CENTIGRADE

Fig. 15-Temperature margins.

MC
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"20 2 4 6
PULSE AMPLITUDE (volts)

Fig. 16-Pulse margins.

ters. A further application of marginal checking has
been found in other systems during shakedown and
initial operation to pin point noise and other system
faults not serious enough to cause failure and therefore
very difficult to isolate by other means.
The operating condition of the inverters is indicated

by varying the +10-v bias. In the flip-flop schematic in
Fig. 8, the inverters were divided into two groups for
marginal checking, and the two leads labeled MCA and
MCB were varied one at a time for most critical check-
ing of the circuit. The following curves show the locus of
failure points for various parameters as a function of the
marginal checking voltage. Fig. 11 shows the tolerance
to tau, a measure of hole storage and Fig. 12 shows the
tolerance to beta, the current gain. Operating margins
for supply voltages, temperature, and pulse amplitude
are shown in Figs. 13 through 16.
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Fig. 17-TX-2 plug-in unit.

PACKAGING

The number of types of plug-in units was kept small
for ease of production and to keep the number of spares
to a minimum. The circuits are built on dip soldered
etched boards and the components are hand soldered
to solid turret lugs. The boards are mounted in steel
shells shown in Fig. 17 to keep the boards from flexing.
The male and female contacts are machined and gold
plated. The sockets are hand wired and soldered in

Fig. 18-TX-2 back panel.

CONCLUSION
The result of these design considerations is a 5-mega-

pulse control and arithmetic element which will take
less than 40 square feet of space and dissipate less than
800 watts of power. The simplicity of the circuits has
encouraged a degree of logical sophistication which
would not have been chanced before.
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Discussion

R. D. Gloor (Ramo-Wooldridge Corp.):
What is the estimate of the expected mean-
free-time between component failures for
TX-2?

Mr, Olsen: The TX-0 Computer, which
has been running eight hours a day since
last April, has lost no transistors. So our
experience with the TX-0 is that we expect
the transistor portion of the machine to
go for weeks without an error.

John Hayes (U.S.N.E.L.): What type
of transistors are used in the flip-flops?

Mr, Olsen: The Philco Service Barrier
Transistor was a key part of this develop-
ment. It is tested to computer specifications,

We also use two or three thousand
Micro-alloy transistors. We would like to
use 100 per cent Micro-alloy transistors, but
there were only two or three thousand avail-
able at the time we needed them. They have

higher gains, particularly higher current,
and appear to be much better transistors.

L. P. Retzinger (Litton): What is the
propagation time per carry digit?

Mr. Olsen: About 40 millmicroseconds
per digit. We made no effort to speed this
up. This is a straightforward cascaded in-
verter, and it was the simplest type carrier
we felt we could make. Even though it is
slow compared to the rest of the circuits, in
the over-all system it contributes very little
to it in time or calculations.

Win Soule (Digital Techniques): How
do you obtain visual indication of flip-flop
position?

Mr. Olsen: We drive incandescent bulbs
with a jumping transistor a hardly satis-
factory way of doing it: 400 transistors
drive 400 incandescent bulbs. This is prob-
ably the best system as a whole, because it
is not too expensive. We have been looking
for less expensive ways for getting informa-
tion.

L. H. Crandon (Autonetics): Are there
any other sensitive parameters, different
from voltage, which are used in marginal
checking?

Mr. Olsen: One of course, can spend a
lifetime comparing every parameter with
every other parameter. Marginal checking
gives you very good measure of most sensi-
tive areas, and this is the one we concen-
trated on, and we feel that this is a reason-
able approach to it, when one is limited by
a limited length of time.

R. O. Barnes (Boeing): How much cir-
cuitry is represented in one plug-in unit (as
shown in the figure) 7.e., how many flip-flops
per unit?

Mr. Olsen: The figure shows that it con-
tained one of the ten transistor flip-flops,
plus three volume transistors. Three is in
one package of cross section of one by two
inches, one flip-flop plus a little logic; eight
to twelve converters, or eight to twelve inter-
followers.

20
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Transistor Circuitry in the Lincoln TX-2*
KENNETH H. OLSEN+

Circuit CONFIGURATIONS
NLY TWO BASIC circuits are needed to per-() form most of the logical operations in the TX-2
computer; a saturated transistor inverter and a

saturated emitter follower. To the logical designer who
works with them, these circuits can be considered as
simple switches which are either open or closed.
The schematic diagram of an emitter follower and the

symbol used by the logical designers is shown in Fig. 1.

+10 +10

OUTPUT OUT

INPUT

-3
Fig. 1-Emitter follower.

* This work was supported jointly by the U. S. Army, Navy, andAir Force under contract with Mass. Inst. Tech,
t Lincoln Lab., M.I.T., Lexington, Mass.

With a negative input, the output is "shorted" to the
-3-volt supply as through a switch. When several of
these emitter followers are combined in parallel, as in
Fig. 2, any one of them will clamp the output to -3 v.

+10

OUT

Fig. 2 Parallel emitter follower.
-3

We have then an OR circuit for negative signals and an
AND circuit for positive signals. The transistor inverter
is shown in Fig. 3 (next page) with its logic symbol. Ba-
sic AND, OR circuits result from the connection of these
simple switches in series or parallel (Figs. 4 and 5}. More
complex networks like the TX-2 carry circuit use these
elements arranged in series-parallel (Fig. 6).

In Fig. 3 the resistor R, is chosen so that under the
worst combinations of stated component and power
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GND GND

ouT

INPUT FROM CARRY
FLIP-FLOP

-10

-10

Fig. 3-Inverter. Fig. 6-TX-2 carry circuits.

GND

+10

Fig. 4 Parallel inverters.

GND

OUT

-10
Fig. 5 Series inverters.

supply variations, the drop across the transistor will be
less than 200 millivolts during the "on-condition." Re,
biases the transistor base positive during the off condi-
tion to provide greater tolerance to noise, Jeo, and signal
variations. Capacitance C was selected to remove all of
the minority carriers from the base when the transistor
is being turned off. The effect of C on a test circuit
driven by a fast step is shown in Fig. 7. Note that the
delay due to hole storage is only a few millimicroseconds.
We run the circuits under saturated conditions to

achieve stability and a wide tolerance to parameters

+10V

Jone
MEG

INPUT

-3V
o-- Te

OUTPUT WITHOUT C

-3~
OUTPUT WITH C

Fig. 7 Turn-off time.

without the need for clamp diodes. Unlike vacuum tubes
which always need an appreciable voltage across them
for operation, a transistor requires practically no voltage
across it. In spite of the delay in turning off saturated
transistors, these circuits are faster than most vacuum
tube circuits. Faster circuit speed is not due to the fact
that the transistors are faster than vacuum tubes, but
because they operate at much lower voltage levels. A
vacuum tube takes a signal of several volts to turn it
from fully "on" to fully "off;" a transistor takes less
than one volt.

FLip-FLop
On the basis of previous experience, we decided that

the advantages of having one standard flip-flop were
worth some complication in TX-2 circuitry. The circuit
diagram of the flip-flop package in Fig. 8 is basically an
Eccles-Jordan trigger circuit with a three-transistor
amplifier on each output. The input amplifiers isolate
the pulse input circuits and give high input impedance.
The amplifiers give enough delay to allow the flip-flop
to be set at the same time that it is being sensed. Fig.
9 shows the waveforms of this flip-flop package when
complemented at a 10-megapulse rate. The rise and fall
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+10

OME OUT

MC 8 (+10v)

wc A (+10v)
CARRY FROM FROM

PREVIOUS DIGIT ACCUMULATOR

CARRY TO
0 NEXT DIG

3
ZERO OUT

10

-3v
3

Fig. 8-TX-2 flip-flop.OUT INPUT 5000nN
2

OUTPUT
3

OUTPUT 2.5
(UNLOADED)

2

PULSE
Ta= TURN-OFF TIME VOLTS 5

0.5

OUTPUT

(100 MMFD, 1000)

TRIGGER
PULSES
(10 MCS)

1

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
my SEC

Fig. 9-Flip-flop waveforms.

times, about 25 millimicroseconds, are faster than one
normally sees in a single inverter, or an emitter follower
because on each output there is an inverter that pulls
to ground and an emitter follower that pulls to -3 v.

2 4 6 8 10

FREQUENCY IN MCS

Fig. 10-Trigger sensitivity.
LOADED WITH

Fig. 10 is a plot of the pulse amplitude necessary to com-
plement the flip-flop at various frequencies. Note the
independence of trigger sensitivity to pulse repetition
rate. This circuit will operate at a 10-megapulse rate,
twice the maximum rate at which it will be used in
TX-2.
The TX-2 circuits reproduced most often were de-

signed with a minimum number of components to
achieve economies in manufacture and maintenance.
The design of less frequently reproduced circuits made
liberal use of components-even redundancy to achieve
long life and broad tolerance to component variations.
The goal was system simplicity and high performance
with a lower total number of components than might
otherwise be possible. For example, the number of flip-
flops in the TX-2 is small compared to the gates which
transfer information from one group of flip-flops to
another; so the flip-flops were allowed to be relatively
complicated but the TX-2 transfer gates were made very
simple. A transfer gate is only a single inverter. The
emitter is connected to the output of the flip-flop be-
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MG
VOLTS

20
20 40 60 80

O" SIDE

Fig. 11-Tau margins.

20

MC

20
I ie) 20 30 40

"O" SIDE B

Fig. 12-Beta margins,

5 7 9 13 15

Fig. 13. -10-volt supply margins.

20

MG

-20

ing read and the collector is connected to the input of
the flip-flop being set. The output impedance of the flip-
flop is so low that, when the output is at the ground
level, g pulse on the base of the transfer gate shorts the
input of the other flip-flop to ground and sets its condi-
tion.

MARGINAL CHECKING
We planned, of course, to incorporate marginal check-

ing in the design of these circuits so that, under a pro-
gram of regularly scheduled maintenance, deteriorating
components could be located before they caused failure
in the system. We also found it practical to use the
technique during the design of the circuits to locate the
design center of the various parameters and to indicate
the tolerance of circuit performance to these parame-

20

MG
voits

-20

1.0 2.0 3.0 40 5.0

Fig. 114- -3-volt supply margins.

20

10

MC
VOLTS

-10

-20
20 40 60 80 390

° CENTIGRADE

Fig. 15--Temperature margins.

20

MC
VOLTS

"20 4 6
SULSE AMPLITUDE (volts)

Fig. 16-Pulse margins,

ters. A further application of marginal checking has
been found in other systems during shakedown and
initial operation to pin point noise and other system
faults not serious enough to cause failure and therefore
very difficult to isolate by other means.
The operating condition of the inverters is indicated

by varying the +10-v bias. In the flip-flop schematic in
Fig. 8, the inverters were divided into two groups for
marginal checking, and the two leads labeled MCA and
MCB were varied one at a time for most critical check-
ing of the circuit. The following curves show the locus of
failure points for various parameters as a function of the
marginal checking voltage. Fig. 11 shows the tolerance
to tau, a measure of hole storage and Fig. 12 shows the
tolerance to beta, the current gain. Operating margins
for supply voltages, temperature, and pulse amplitude
are shown in Figs. 13 through 16.
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OPERATING
POINT

ro

SIDE x 70

TX-2 back panel
:

Fig. 17 TX-2 plug-in unit.

PACKAGING

The number of types of plug-in units was kept small
for ease of production and to keep the number of spares
to a minimum. The circuits are built on dip soldered
etched boards and the components are hand soldered
to solid turret lugs. The boards are mounted in steel
shells shown in Fig. 17 to keep the boards from flexing.
The male and female contacts are machined and gold
plated. The sockets are hand wired and soldered in

CONCLUSION
The result of these design considerations is a 5-mega-

pulse control and arithmetic element which will take
less than 40 square feet of space and dissipate less than
800 watts of power. The simplicity of the circuits has
encouraged a degree of logical sophistication which
would not have been chanced before.

VOLTS
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Discussion

R. D. Gloor (Ramo-Wooldridge Corp.):
What is the estimate of the expected mean-
free-time between component failures for
TX-2?

Mr. Olsen: The TX-0 Computer, which
has been running eight hours a day since
last April, has lost no transistors. So our
experience with the TX-0 is that we expect
the transistor portion of the machine to
go for weeks without an error.

John Hayes (U.S.N.E.L.): What type
of transistors are used in the flip-flops?

Mr. Olsen: The Philco Service Barrier
Transistor was a key part of this develop-
ment. It is tested to computer specifications.

We also use two or three thousand
Micro-alloy transistors. We would like to
use 100 per cent Micro-alloy transistors, but
there were only two or three thousand avail-
able at the time we needed them. They have

higher gains, particularly higher current,
and appear to be much better transistors.

L. P, Retzinger (Litton): What is the
propagation time per carry digit?

Mr. Olsen: About 40 millmicroseconds
per digit. We made no effort to speed this
up. This is a straightforward cascaded in-
verter, and it was the simplest type carrier
we felt we could make. Even though it is
slow compared to the rest of the circuits, in
the over-all system it contributes very little
to it in time or calculations.

Win Soule (Digital Techniques): How
do you obtain visual indication of flip-flop
position?

Mr. Olsen: We drive incandescent bulbs
with a jumping transistor a hardly satis-
factory way of doing it: 400 transistors
drive 400 incandescent bulbs. This is prob-
ably the best system as a whole, because it
is not too expensive. We have been looking
for less expensive ways for getting informa-
tion.

L. H. Crandon (Autonetics): Are there
any other sensitive parameters, different
from voltage, which are used in marginal
checking?

Mr. Olsen: One of course, can spend a
lifetime comparing every parameter with
every other parameter. Marginal checking
gives you very good measure of most sensi-
tive areas, and this is the one we concen-
trated on, and we feel that this is a reason-
able approach to it, when one is limited by
a limited length of time.

R. O. Barnes (Boeing): How much cir-
cuitry is represented in one plug-in unit (as
shown in the figure) #.e., how many flip-flops
per unit?

Mr. Olsen: The figure shows that it con-
tained one of the ten transistor flip-flops,
plus three volume transistors. Three is in
one package of cross section of one by two
inches, one flip-flop plus a ittle logic; eight
to twelve converters, or eight to twelve inter-
followers,
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INSTRUCTION CONTROL FRAME --

TESTING

Abstract

This report contains a description of how the Instruction Control Frame

will be tested and is written to familiarize new men in the group and any other

interested parties in the test procedure planned as of now for testing the Instruc-

tion Control Frame.

The frame will be divided into two sections, Group "A," which wil] be
assigned

assigned to Section one, will proceed to get the time pulse distributor and associa-

ted controls working. Group "B!' which will be assigned to Section two, will pro-

ceed to get the command decoder operating. As it is planned now, each group will

be able to work independently of each other. If one group falls behind schedule, the

other group can switch over to help. A definite sequence of pluggable unit insertions

in the frame has been Listed for each group. The list includes séquence, type, and

a short logical description of the pluggable unit use in the frame. This list iac!

included in this report.

It is desirable that all who test the frame should use the log book in a manner
:

that can be followed by any member of the Instruction Control Frame group, er any

other interested party. In order to expedite this difficult task, Figure } iliu rates
:

4

how the framelog book will be kept.

The time pulse distributor and associated controls are almost entirely lodated

at the left side of the frame. The command decoder is located at the right sidé. of

the frame. Each of these units can work independently of each other. This allows



€
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a double barrel attack for testing the frame. When both these sections are work-

ing satisfactorily, the time pulses and +10 or -30 levels are at the correct pins

of the cammand generators pluggable units for each instraction, then the command

generators pluggable units will be inserted. The insertion of the command

tors will be in an ordered sequence by registers or controls. Each will be checked

out before the succeeding register or control is inserted. This will be done by

putting the 48 instructions associated with XD-L in the operation register and check-

ing output points for commands associated with the instruction in the operation

register,
With the command generators inserted and operating, another incomplete

check will be made to be sure pulses associated with commands occur on the cor-

rect instructions. Next, the push button operations will be tested..

To facilitate the elimination of excess thumbing through block diagrams, a

chart has been made for each of the 48 XD-1 instructions, These charts have

pulse pin. uumbers, supressor grid pin numbers, tube numbers > locations, and

driving circuits, etc, for.each command associated 'with an instruction, Charts

In order to perform the tests indicated above, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show

how test equipment will be wired to the frame.

should be pointed out that it is very difficult to foresee all probleme that -

will develop as testing of the frame progresses. The above procedure of testing

genera

:

have also been made up for time pulses and instruction pulses which will indicate

the destination of these-pule and what operation they pefform.

:

:

may have to be changed, However, it is felt that our plan of attack will allow us to
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proceed with testing in the quickest possible way with a maximum amoannt of

reliability of data Any suggestions for improvement of our test procedure will

be welcomed.

R. W. Shur
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GROUP "A"

Pluggable Unit Sequencé Insertion List

Sequence
Code Type Location Logical Definition
1A 6002 Oscillator
2A 6020 4BM TPD Control FF

Continue FF
3A 6001 4BG Gate Tubes: TPD ON

Continue
No Break
10 Interlock

4A 6007 4BF P. A. - IP Driver
@me pulsés
Clear, comp. FF

5A 6005 4BN 2 mc FF
Inst. Step. FF
Memory Cycle FF

6A 6007 '4 BK P. A. - TP Driver
Clear, Comp. FF

TA. 6016 4CD R. D. - TP Register DriverIP Register Driver
Clear Comp. TPD
Register Driver

8A 6008 4E TPL -0
9A 6024 4 CF TPL 1

10A 6024 PPL2
lL A 6024 4CH TPL 3

IZA 6024 4CJ TPL 4

6024 4CK TPL 5

4CG

IZA
14A 6024 4CL TPL 6



Sequence
Code

16 A

I7A
18 A

19 A

20 A

Z1A

22A

23 A

24 A

25 A

26 A

27 A

28 A

29 A

Lype
6024

6008

6024

6024

6024

6024

6024

6024

6024

6016

6016

6016

6005

6005

6007

Location

4CM
4CN
4CP
4CR
4cCS

4CT
4CcU

4CV
4CW
4EC

4FC

4ED

4CD
4DC
4 4DD

Logical Description
TPL6A
TPL7
TPL 8

ISA :

TPL8A :

TPLY
TPL 10

TPL rl
TPL llA
TPL 11B

IP 9 Driver
IP 10 Driver
IP 7 Driver
IP 0 Driver
IP 8 Driver
Comp. DVTPD; Step Counter,

and Mem, Sel, FF's
2me Driver
IP 5 Driver
IP 6 Driver
IP 11 Driver

IP 3 Driver
IP 1 Driver
IP 2 Driver
IP 4 Driver
Clear St ep Counter DVTPD, Mem

Sel. FF
DVTPD 0, 1, 2

DVTPD 3, 4

P. A. Drivers for DVTPD 0, 1

Z, 3, 4 Clear Step Counter and
DVTPD - PT 6 Add one to
Step Counter



.

Sequence
Code Type Location Logical Description
30A 6010 Pause FF
31 A 6010 4BE Break FF

6001 4BD Gate Tubes; Pause ff On
(Clear Sync)

33A 6018 4 BH Pause "&" No Break
Break "OR" No pause

)

34 A 6001 4FM Instruction Control Gommand
Generator

.34 4FN
364 6001 4 FP.
37A 6007 4FR
.38 A 4EE Skidex Command-Generator

39 A 6007 4ED Index Command Generator

40 A' 600 4H Program Control Gommand
Generator

41A 6001 4EK
42 A 6007 4EJ: m

ro A 6001 4 Dx Memory Bufer Gommand
Generator

44 4DY Memory Buffer
Generator

45A 6001 4EL A'Register Gommand Generator

46A 6001 4EP A Register Gommand Generator

47A 6007 4EM A Register Command Generator

4 BJ

32 A

6007 :

6007

48A 6007 4EN A Register Command Generator



Sequence

70 Ax

Type

6001

6001

6007

6007

6001

6007

6007

6001

6001

6001

6001

6001

6007

6007

6007

6007

6001

6007

6001

6001

6007 4FE

Logical ®escriptionCode Location

Adder Gammand Generator

Adder Gommand Generator

Adder' Gommand Generator

49 A 4ER
50 A 4EU
51 A 4ESq

Adder Cammand Generator5ZA 4ET
B Register Cammand Generator53A 6001 4FH
B Register Command Generator

B Register Command Generator

B Register Gommand Generator

Accumulators Gommand Generato:

Accumulators Generato:

Accumulators Comand Generato

Accumulators Gommand

Accumulators Gommand Generato1

Accumulato rs Gommand Generato:

Accumulators Command Generator

Accumulators Command Generator

Input-Output Command Generator
Commad

54A 4FL
55 A 4FJ
56A
57A 4FS
58A 4FT
59 A 4FW
60 A 4FX Accumulators Gommand

Generato:61A 4 GX
62A 4FU
634 4 FV
MA 4 GX

65 A 4 GY

66A 4EW
STA 4 EX tput Command Generator

Selection Control Com d
Generator

Selection Control Cammand
Generator

68A 4FD

69 A 4FF

Selection Control Command
Generator



GROUP "B"

Code Sequence for Pluggable Unit Insertion

Sequence
Code Type Location Logical Description

1B 6007 4 HX P, A. - Clear and Comp.
Cycle Control and Operation
Register

2B 6016 4 HY - Drivers for Clear ahd
Comp. Cycle Control and
Operation Register

3B 4HU A,B FF
4B 010 4HT PT, OT, FF
5B 010 asy Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

-6 B. 6010 45Y Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

7B 6010 4IW Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

8B '6010 43V Bits 1+10 of Operation Register

9B 6010 Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

10 B 6010 4JT Bits 1-10 of Operation Register.
.

il B 6010 4 JS Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

i2B 6010 4IR Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

13 B 6010 Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

14B 6010 4IN Bits 1-10 of Operation Register

I5B 6017 4JM Mult - OT
Mult ~ PT

le G a a Mult

1416 B 6017 Shift
Misc - OT
Misc - PT

6010

4JU

4IP

7
:

Misc



Sequence

18 B

19B

20B

21B

22B

Type

6017

6017

6017

6017

6017

6017

Location

4JK

433

4JH

4JF

4JE

. Logical DescriptionCode

Add - OT
Add - PT
IO -OT
10 - PT

17 B

Reset
Store _ OTB
Store - OTA
Store - PT
Branch -. OT
Branch - PT
Shift - fcl
IO - rds
Reset - adx
IO - wrt

Mult- Mtl
Store - ech
Branch - blm

Mult
-

tmu
Reset - xin
Branch - brm :

Add - can
Mutt - dvd
Shift - del
Store - dep

Add - din
Mult - tdv
Reset - xac

Add - csu
Misc - ldb
Store - lst

Add - sub
Store - rst

Add -tsu 4

Store - sta
Shift - ler
Branch - bfz



Sequence
Code

23 B

24B

30 B

31B

Type
_ Location

6017 43D

6017' +

6017 4 HP

6010 4 DE

6010 4DF
6010 4DG
» a

6010 4DH

6010 4DI
6010 - 4DK

Misc - hit

Logical Description

Store - aor
Shift - rsr
Branch - bfm

Add - adb

Branch - bsn
IO - Sel

Misc - caw
Shift - ast

Misc - slr
Store - fst
Shift - asr

IO - lde

Add - cad
Shift - jst

:

Misc - ctr
-Add - add
Shift - dsr

Misc - per
Branch ~ bpx
IO - sdr

Add - tad

Index Selection Matrix25B
Step Counter and Controls26B
Step Counter and Controls27

Step Counter and Controls

Step Counter and Contrds

Step Counter and Controls

28 B

29B

Step Counter and Controls



Sequence

43 B

45 B

468
475
48 B

49 B

50B

51B

52B

53 B

54 Bu

6025

6005

6012

6012

6013

6012

6012

6011

6013

6012

6012

6011

6012

$012

6012

60.13

6012

6012

6013

6012

6018

6012

6012

Location

4DL
4DM
4HC
4 HE

4 HD

4 HF

4 HH

4HG
4J
4 HK

4N
4HL
4GC
4 GE

4 GF

4GD

4GG
4GJ
4 GH

4GK
4 GL

4GM

4GR

Logical DescriptionCode Type

Step Counter and Controls325

Step Counter and Controls

In-out Class Instruction Matrix

In-out Class Instruction Matrix

In-out Class Instruction Matrix

Add Class Instruction Matrix

Add Class InstructionMatrix

Add ClassInstruction Matrix

Add Class Instruction Matrix

Shift Class Instruction Matrix

Shift Class Instruction Matrix

Shift Class Instruction Matrix

Misc. Class Instruction Matrix

Misc. Class Instruction Matrix

Misc. Class Instruction Matrix
Misc. ClasséInstruction Matrix

Branch Class Instruction Matrix

Branch Class Instruction Matrix

33B

34

35B
36B

37 B

38 B :

39 B

40 B

41 B

42B

43

Branch Class Instruction Matrix

Reset Class Instruction Matrix

Reset Class Instruction Matrix

Mult, Class Instruction Matrix

Mult. Class Instruction Matrix



Sequence
Code Type

55 B 6011

56B 6012...

578

58B 6012

59B ~ 601)

60 B 6010

61B 6010

62B 6010

Location

4 GP

4GS .

4GT
4 GV

4 GU

4DN
4DP
4DS
4DR

Logical Description

Mult, Class Instruction Matrix

'Store Class Instruction Matrix
: :

Store Class Instruction Matrix6012

Store. Class Instruction Matrix

Store Class Instruction Matrix
.

Memory Unit Selection Controls

Memory Unit Selection Controls

Memory Unit Selection Controls

Memory Unit Selection Controls63 B 6023
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3 alvide-type 86 go pulses ara required. One of the five
pulses ie ured osty te obtain & detey. Ae as the tes easter
is xeduced ta Beta, the TaD is
fs reewncd with Pr-O. The retaining commands deal with the correction

cates nerd the "garry #ero" Mine gs thie is followed at by a
whits left connrand. F correction of signa was described a9 a pest ofthe

sroae CLASS
he tore Class contaias ? jasteuctions, This class is indezable,

t ted and tine men.ery cycle

GE the remainder at and correction of sigas at PT-6. Ta correct the
reminder, the A register cign flip-flop is examined thie

snultioty instructions,

the inatructioné, eur Ect the Store (at) instruction, reuvirc 3r

:
4 eycles fo general, the coropater circuits degin wth
; prsgram time, at PY-11, This cycle is followed by OTA, mernory cycleCEB The store requires teo memory cycles, is
unlike the otzex, tastrnctions that reguire 2

is followed by C/T of OTA.
memory cyclen in that prograns

y
+«ia alt the instructions of this clings "excesgt store, following~

ase Gxecuted: A UP the memory addres register cleared, and
ths contents of the adre transferred ta the memery4

4,address At chia tice the mom ary b regiaters are cleared
preperation for tas transfer of the froma the memory fegister. At

a



t v a

+

_ 15 _ : :
k y

OTA <6, the A vegistara are cleared. and at OTA-F the coatents of tha

te the left marcory buffer register. The centents of the right & register

7

:

4

butte registers ase to tne & registerg, Chea executing the

Devoait instruction, the 4 rvgistera are act cleared at OTA-6. faa new word
+ a

from the 'memory buffer segisters ie read into the A regiote at OTA on

top of the word already there. hen executing the Store Address iuatruction,

the at end OTA oaly the left A register
of both A registers. é t OTE i the contents of the addyeasa register are Gace

more trinaferred t2 the miemary addrese register which as cleared at

cTs-o. The yeglaters are cleared io preperation for sub-

tequeut of lu ail the instructions.of thie class, 'the. .
+ 4

is 6xecuted.* This io waconditional
F

ana causes mo harmful affect on any of the ingtractions of this class. The

pecallar to cach anstraction will now te desccibed,econ.Biande

The Lett Store fnetructiss Hat} is curaplated whea at OTB-2 the con

tents of the sight A register are tranefe cred te the right memory puffer

register,and the conteate of the left accamulator register are trausferred .

tepregsent the hait-word originally stored in memory. This bela ord was . .
2 7

transferred ésom right mierory buffer registor te the right Aregister,
at

at OTA? to mrevent the destruction of this word through occurrence ofthe
x

an IO break the A. and 3B operation time memory cycled.
:

is sirnilar to theThe Store jnatruction described

above except thet ai OTA-2 the cantenta of the left A register are tcansforred .



or
y

€s

:

4

to the ary baffor register.

The ature Address instruction {sta} se simtlar Right Stare

instruction, except that the contents of the A registers are tranoferred ta

the buffer reytster a OFBed time.

Cha of the add instruction is fa ada @ gne ta the

aigit of the right hait of the rmgmory Veglster.

ln order ty eceomalish this Gction, the segister and the udder
i

1

circuits Faust used, Consequently, et GTA-G tha wight aceumuiator
:

iater is cleared. At OTA -§, tnat is, after the word has been giaced ja the

A istere, the "right carry ene" line ia to cause @ one to be «added

to the contents of the tight A register and the rignt accumulater register.

ie the rigkt Re but dis)laced one position to: .

eTA-tk a shift left command fs executed. In the ful-
the xight. Hence, at

lowing cycle et hime, & right ead cerry after adé woe"

compass ic executed if the right carry bn equal ta one, la the pare

casa ia which aa ead carry would secur, ft is caly necessary to set

a

the fifteenth bit of the right accuriulatar to cae. Sa actual additiun for this

Gor rection ia uet Theright arry is At the

af gecuccce of commrmands a one has been adacd to the least sig

nificant diglt of Uke nuacher obteined from the apecified cight memory regias

At the the ight accumulator xregicter transferred

right faemory baties register, and the contents of the left A register
;

a
e transferred ta the Itt memory buffer register

4

4



4

a
{

; TE

;
7

+

4
x

:

a

4
in the Eachauge instruction {ac}, the contentet of the epocifled

+ 4

register and the contents of the accumulator registers are loterchnoged.
7 the exocution of this instruction the contents of the registers. 4

w

s

rs
se
en

are traasferred te the memory buffer regieters at OTH-Z time. Previous

to this time, it «as necessary to the original contents of the epect

fied memory register to the A regiatera viz the memory bufer registers.
e

After the original gontents of the accumalatsr reyiaters are traasfaszed

r

4

Pa

3

A*
gen 04.16.52 .

€ a

ise B rye ere tracefe red to the A registers aod ae

fa the misceilancoas class» The of the

*

the mercory buffer registers at CTG-2 thine, the registers are
a

cleared at OTB-4. At OTB-10 the "carry zero' Lines gre pulsed to cause
:

the addition of the contents of the xegisters and the cleared geccumulator
:

gisters. This action fa followed at by a shift left opezation and at
1 4

by asrecord overflow.' The tiening of the above onda ype" nde
E

waa iy.ade cotieletent with the regular Add class Instructions.

The Bepaett instruction (dep) ls described ts reference . 'te the execu-
? a

tion of this the A registers are cleared at time. At
a

the contents of the registers ars comylomontad, At OTA- the

+

rt :
4 Comunasd igas the "Ip cal asndtiply™ cuted. (See of Extract' ; :

a

ty command is now in the accumulator cegiaters, The new word is extracted
: :

from. memory at OTA-7 and placed in the A registers. This transfer com-
wot

binea with the infor sation ef the A registed®. At the
:

+ x



x,
+

t
:

Y
4

av? 7

:
a

of

t
rthe registora ave once again fallowed by gaothe «

+

logical multiply" command at OTA-9. Thas, the contents of the B
'have what binary positions ag the specified word in memory sre
to be by the rassonding binary positions of the accumulstsr2

. registers, The contents of the B regiaters are aot affected, hawever, the

+ ze for storage in pungnetic-sore

later registers re transferred te the memorybaffor glisters for storage

Eat
1

are tnchan ged; however, the origixal contents the' indicated memory reg-

a

*

The Shife class eight instructions, stch ef which is similar te .

é 3 4

"af onittiag theirs contents one position to the ight er ene position to the left.

the number of times to shift, aut a af 64 shifts is provided At

.

:

te+

contorgs of the accumulator registers are {the memory bufer
4

The Stove instruction (st) requires that the contents of the accamu-
22

4

4 a A>ja the tmagueric-core memory, Ths contents of the accumularer registers:

Qisfer lost.

SHIFT CLASS
:

either the Shift Left ox the Right instruction. The execation of the igstruc-+

tions in this requires the accumulator registers aad the B registers te
4

be connected ia several ways (eee reference 6). Both registers ave capable

tn the accumulator rogisters, the bit in position ft is lost whya left shifts ar
ce

ue & Thin bit is cat lost on cycle instructions. Similar statements apply
: 77

instructions at thiste the bit sther the
+

7

:
Ry é «2

2

Ja all thase laatructions the addregs pert of the
:



+
+ :

a

w
s

ft iC the o,-eration is etacted, or every 2 mc shift operation the

and the cegelar ; rogram time memory cycle is with eT-8. Whea

BRANCH CLASS

d 3

:
1

a my

4 :

atep caunter which cuntaing the gurmber of times to uta is reduced by ene.

AGE T-i2 the trp is atop eat only 2 Be command ard ane
:

available the step counter Bae been reduced ts 4, the crn ie
N

the atap counter bas beea reduced to nic rommand are stopped 3

J

aisce the chifi speration is corepleted 'The TPP is restarted and the menwory
4

cycle ia when the step wounter te seduced to five to save time, Fix
<

Cc,$ rederceecond intervals are avaliable between FT-1 and PT-6, at which
time the operation ceginter ie cleared and the instract{ion te oat. "Bie

red+

could therefcre he shift opera.
:

However, four
7

+

4
7

tions ace performed to mane the operation coagiptent with the Multiply :
:

o

+
testructieas, K the specified qgusober of chifta is five ox leas, the TPEaced

be stopped. The "* aud "B" notes on all the traffic diagrams of this 2 :

t

indicate ths type of atcumulator register and register apesusions
7

reavectively. + wy:

:
6

:

The Brasch Class contains ain sasteuctions, This clase, not fades"4

7

able The Fenae end Brae 2 9ry cycies,+
:a

and Beasch on"Branch oo Branch Branch oa Left Minus, 4

2 :

. Right biinus arc one-scemory-cycie instructions, The Zeuse ttstruction was'! ; 4

~ 4u:r7 :

mada @ (wo-memory-cycle nstruction to reduce the cethade :

a



4+
:

é

2

Potlowers required to drive ihe selection matrix.4

The execution of the Branc' wa Minus, Branch Gay Lott tings, end

3 -gach on Right Mirus tastructions very slmilar, only the conditions

the execatiuy af
to be mua? are differect. Jo

if the number 3 in

the teft aad ight accundaleter registers ara bith or af the

ste due negative, or the number ka the.
per tn the Left accurculatoe

At 2T-9 the right 4ic negative,

register is ctvared and the approy? alge bits ate
:

examined, the PTapriate aign bits are oual ta one, the branck flips

in av tndicatiag cvadition, the content. af the register ereis

transferred to the program counter On tae Thus, the

je set €> the adi of the ont inatruction ty be executed.

The branch flip-flop is cleared at 27-6 tine. H the wige conditionskad

mot becn
wet,

branch (lip-floy voraias in @ cleared coudition, and the
+

contents of the program countes are not nitered

Tho Sense (au) detezmiacs the etatus uf a selected

col tesminat,:

a
e

2

trica signal wxists at the is gon
+

Jaal™ to do exarained. H
erated which causes the Status of the "sense term,

the 2 Mion the branch fll, -fop ie sat to an fadicating epadition 3

Consenuently, at uF Li the program ter ta transferred to the .

xigat A register, which was cleared at PT-3 of the previous cycle,



:

4

7

a Pa 3

Fhe program counter is cleared om 'At PTO of the memory

cyvle, ts contents af tbe addezse register mee to the

<ounter, The drench fil. "flop fa clanred at 7-6, siace the instruction is

completed.
:

The Braach sn Tery idstruction (bs) canays the A reghater to be cleared2

waccnuititonaity the of the arogram Courter to he transferred t= the

right A register, and the address of the ee tr be placed the

grcram edunter, provided the contents of the accuruleter sglters are plus

tonteot:

op mious

A registers are cleared, The siga bit of ach an cur

registera is exarained, The accumplator having: its tiga bit,eoqunt

to one As and the eign

the sccumulator are both romptamented again: this makes

bith accumulate vegisters negative, At OT-3 the 'carry one" Hues axe

pulsed, and a wit reault if ati of the bits of registers are
4

ane, Fy5 pegatve nerd. This action 16 followed mt OT-6by@corr.getion shite
>

YoRg epexation, The resturing operation begins at OF-T, anc is eonmiitional on

t the branch

the status of the sign control of the xeapective accumplator regis >

ters, Ma sigu Control flip-flop is xare, the accumotater : :

jeter is OT-7, At OT-8 the sign bits of the

registers arc'exawined if Loth niga bits are qual to one the branch flip-flop
time tha 'carry one't Hes are4 4ia act to on inticating position, Also at

:a

'by the abife tuft eeemands at
*4 4 4 *4



oe

4. a

a s »

2
2

+

is in ga indicatiog the caniorats cf the program counter are

fexred to the right A regiater and the ps ogrars counter is cleared at
the ddress

+

thee, Alt of tho following memory cyclic, the dontents of the address

qogleter ere placed in the program counter . At PT-6 the eign control flips
a

=
f

flops are examfood; at either flip-flop 4 in one-condition the :

:

xegister is comy Both sign contra arei : :

at T'4-6
The execution uf the ranch and Index instruction (bi) fe coutingent ou

the sign ef tho epectfied fadex cegietor, At PT-9 the sian bit of the apeci-

Bed index register is examined. 13 is qual ts zero the branchMip-flog:

fis aot to ap indicating coaditicn and the ight b register is cleared, Ag :
a

the contents of the program. countes are transferred to the right A register,

; and the program counter is cleared AS FT-3 of the fallowing memory cycle,
~

tee soatent of address registes ara placed in the counter; end

the nddress register fs cleared. The new of the program

provide he address of the next inatruction te be executed, At PT-! the 2

plemeat of the index interval iz transferred ta the addres register, and the

centents of the specitied inéex register are added to the contents of the
7

eddres Fegister at PT-2, Tho process of fachuding the propaga~

tion of the earry is,compiased by PT~6. Thus, the ceatents of the specified:

index register age
ag

reduced by the walue ssecified by the index interval,

no register were or if the sight (ebich
:

Faay tinder circumstances be used ag an ndex register) is ssecified,



rs o+
w t a :

+

q«27-

the rusalt ly au branch. fe this save Contents cf the index

intervel are

dhe tlass comeing five tustractians, and all inetructiosa
a

of the claos are indezablc, Tete instructions are zevoclated with the axecu-

tion cia break-in Or 2 breek-wut cycle when fae cos uter wakes memory
available to a velected in-out unit, The exccuttou of the instructions 'of this

clase ia at Upon the nt taterlock being in ac uudition.

if the IG interlock is in ac on- condition, the execution of the se dustructions

t

aud W rite instractions secuire one memory cycie, acd the Select sas Select

tre dvleysd until tae intertsck-ts cisared, The Load 4 édcoss Coaster, Read,

Deunve lustructisss reyuive tua ner ocy cyclen.
The Load [0 Addrees w t dastruction flac) le wacd to Indicate the

2 a

addrzas of the firec mecuetic care men ory location lavalved ia a subsequent

read Gr write true ration, At oT-11 the Yo late clock la savted, the iater-
at

lock is in aa the pause ia set to en tiag condition, :

The ie the pauce canditioa, During the pause condition, sensing: :

4

for an fer break ave made ata rncaste. Shea the is cleared
4,

indicating of tire break previously ia the puter
t

+
»t PR * 4 4

procecds with the instruction At T-2 the 10 eddrees couater is cleared, and
:

to the I> we fat contounty of the addrees regtater are trensfes
::

counter,' The contents of the addreaa register at thia tire indk ete the addres.
a

in the n.agnelic-ccore memory from which or to whick the first word af tho
t

4 fa t

5

~



et1

7

re

s

x

:
>

yA :
x

®

ue
* * 4 &

wili be transferred, :

The

inducate s input unit, othor

which 4s to function during the. falterd ng 13 break updaation, The

1% unit is Mentified by the leet edo bits, 1 thraage 15, of the éperafion

register, These ave the GRIT bite which are used Be the

«uctions, Two memory cyclen ace required fox the executivan

:

on other Insts
fale

of this fasteuctida, since vith this arrangement the ann:wer of cathode

lowe ta Gctve the matrix art rzduced, The exocition of this

gastraction la contingest on the 1D intertock being in Tha
+

OT~3!, W the tnterlock is in an off-condition, theiotariock Ja genued at
:

a

is get to PT, ang the procerds with the

tion. it the fotertork ks in an on-condiiten, the PI-OT fis get to
a

PY and the pause in et to the pause-05edition, which causes the

break request to eased at 2 2 me rate, During the exacation

pulse is3 nepated at PT-3. This pulse -

instruction, 7
4 :

the selection flip-flors avazcinted ith the previously

output units, $t PT-3 the contents of th: address ragiates, are transferred

:

te the drute cottral register, ohich had bean cteared at x ok. This transfer

sapses no harm and permitted ta the

with the Select Instruction. 2 iv executed.
: :

:

:

bee bean gelccted. Ae 2 result of this uperation the selection flip

the desired Sriyat-OBy,test wait sre set tey :
:

:
+



+ q

:
:

4

a

r The ic aimiler ts the Select instruction, a
eclect » particular'drum field ausociated with the drum ofis usedts

the RDA. 'The distinetiog between nelecting drums and devices:
+

+

othes then drums became necevoary shen the total cumber of addraeses
:

required ay the Ir anits excecded 4, 'Tae axecution af thie instruction te

eomtingent wPOD the tu interlock being in wa off.condition. At PT-3 the con-
a x

tants of the axe

which was cleared at PT-2,- The drum control Ségister now cantaius the

starting address of the salected drum field. This command iz wiles executed
x +t

Ae

in theese drum speretions which require no ataxting addvess. AL the
7

touteats of the index interval are trataferred to the arere selection rogister

lueated fn the Frame, The necessary eouditions for the execution of
ts

4

2 break orbreak-out pps ration will be pr by the of the

4

The Write instruction (ur) provides the neces seryconditions 'to affect
« 4

tramofer of information from the mWemery at tae comthe >
:

>
4

to the selected output cait. The execation of the Ic foatingent on
2

w

the Io iatesigck baingiln fn off-conditicn, At PT+k the 10 interlock fs set te
: -

its on-cndition, andthe sord couater ds PT-2 the contents

3

:

3a4 +

IO wardof the address register are transferred to omiter, and tire 19

gister ig cleared. The 10 word countess how the number of words
2

~ re4

to be transferred, At the ward counter sensed.' the evntents of
4

fm

the outter ete nerd, the 0 word counter statue Mip-Mep is set to +
> A4a



a
6

4 +

3 Qe

aw

gual te zez0" one the Roiterlock is cleared af The eperation uf

sensing the IG counter reguires tex 8.035 ar 2.36 mlcrovecsinis,

"the setsting tine ot fhe states Aip-Mop is 0.5 2 total time ot

miercseconts is allotted, At the write fiipatios ss #9t to an indicating

condition, and the index interval bits are sensed for the fatesleeve mode.

:
2

2:

a

The exacution of the Read isetractios (rdj is very slraller to hat the

® vite instructian. The only difference ia the two lastructions being thet in

thiz lastruction the read flio-flop iu set te an ingicatiag condition at -6

thme, instead af the Write flip-flog. Agaia, the coatrol of the actual readings

speration fs performed by circuits of the Selection Control Clement.
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data, including marginal checking, was taken on the circuit during both types of
testing, In general, the A flip-flop performed quite satisfactorily. All circuits
were found to complement with a standard input pulse whose minimym amplitude
ranged betweeti 10 abd 15 Vv. Several flip-flops were found to have an output
whose upper level was +14 v. This is undesirable in most circuit application.
A rough check indicated that the probable cause of this bias buildup was due to
high forward resistance in the +10 v catcher diodes in the flip-flop circuit. The
upper level-of the grid of the cathode follower in the flip-flop was found to be +12y,
rather than +10.5.

Marginal checking data on the A flip-flop was taken ata 200 KC P. R.F.
A comparison of this data with marginal checking data taken ata2mc P.R.F.,
showed narrower margins at the high frequency. The decision

m

to marginal check
che

at the lower frequency was made in order to find possible in a flip-flop
circuit which would tend to make it favor one state. This condition could be detected
more readily at the lower P. R. F.

Mention should be made of the spurious pulse obtained on the output of
the "off" side of a flip-flop when the side is hit by consecutive palees, This
may approach 16 vin magnitude with 40 v input to flip-flop nd is a 0. microsecond

0.

2

pulse. It seemed possible, in synchronizing flip-flop logical applications present
in the instruction frame, that a gate tube could be triggered at an improper time
by this spurious pulse appearing on the gate tube suppressor grid. A pluggable unit
having an flip-flop with a gate on the "OQ" side was pulsed consecutively with the
"2" side "on," and at the same time the control grid of the gate tube was hit by the
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same pulse. With a 40 volt pulse applied, a 16 volt pulse appeared on the gate

tube suppressor grid. The output of the gate tube showed only one volt of noise

operating under this condition. It would appear that there is no reason to suspect

that a gate tube could be pulsed under these conditions.

In all other respects, the A flip-flop appears to operate satisfactorily in

accordance with specifications.

The A Gate Circuit

The A gate tube is used extensively in the instruction frame. Considerable

pluggable unit testing data and module test data was taken on this particular circuit.

In most respects, data obtained on the gate tube was quite satisfactoryl In some

circuits it possible to get as much as 43 volts out with a 40 voit pulee input

and 100 ohms output termination. Since this output pulse was larger than the

specified amplitude, further investigation was carried on. Several tests were run

on the gate circuit driving one anit of load and an output termination of 100 ohms.

In pone of these tests was it possible to get 40 volts out with 40 in, the average

being on the order of 32 to 34 volts. Several gate tube suppressors in the instruc-

tion frame are conditioned directly from APCF circuits. It was feared that the

high upper level of the APCF on the gate tube suppressor m ight result in exces-

sive amplitude in the output pulse from the gate circuit. The bias buildup through

A flip-flop and PCF stage can reach +18 v at the upper level. Data was taken on

a gate tube driven by a flip-flop through an APCF and compared with data obtained

ona gate tube driven by a flip-flop through a conventional cathode follewer. The

results showed that the higher level on the suppressor grid caused a maximem



increased pulse amplitude from the gate circuit of 3 volts.
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Several gate circuits were checked for outputs with the suppressor held

at -15 volts, and standard 40 volt pulses on the control grid. In no caseweremore

than 2 - 3 volts of noise discernible on the output.

he B Pulse Amplifier
The B Palse-Amplifier was also thoroughly teated under both-pluggable

unit and frame operation, Test data showed this circuit to perform entirely

according to specifications.

Due to lack of confidence in the A pulse amplifier at the time the layout

é

of the instruction frame was prepared, B pulse amplifiers are used in all pulseYe

amplifier applications in the frame. This means that in many circuits, B pulse

amplifiers are driving lighter loads than they were designed for. In cases where
Fast PERSE

the B pulse amplifier is lightly loaded, the intention is to facrainate the output of the
~ ::

B pulse amplifier with a low value to prevent exceeding unity gain at a 40 volt pulse

input. Recently the point was raised, that by so doing one might shift the gain

curve of the B pulse amplifier enough to prevent getting unity gain with a 20 volt

input pulse. Test data was run on a B pulse amplifier driving a single A gate

unit of load. The B pulse amplifier was opepated first at 200 KC diving the single

load unit.. Forty volts were applied to the input of the B pulse amplifier and a

sampling of terminating resistors indicated that 40 ohms would give 40 volts out

at thistinput. Readings were taken at 30 volts 20 volts input and the 40 chme

output termination. With 30 and 20 voita in, 35 and 22 out were obtained, respec-
4

tively. The same sampling of readings was then taken at both me and 2 mc,



40, 30, and 20 volts in gave 38, 33 and 21 volts out, respectively. The sampling

of data taken would seem to indicate that the B pulse amplifier is only slightly

frequency sensitive, and that unity gain is not lost at the lower amplitude pulse,

with the ontput terminated in a sufficiently low value to prevent more than unity
:

gain at the higher amplitudes. The circuit should be satisfactory for driving 2

single unit of load. Of course, one would recommend that an A pulse amplifier

be used for such an application.

Pulsed HOR" Circuits

Pulsed "or" circuits are used extensively in the instruction control frame.

In all applications they are used directly at the inputs of A flip-flops or B pulse

amplifiers and are located next to the unit of load driven by them. Data taken on

pulsed Horta!" during pluggable unit testing indicate that the average drop in the

pulse amplitude acrosssa diode would be 2 - 3 volts. It was noted that the diode
: :

can widen the pulse which posses through it by as as 0.04 microseconds.

In other words a 0.1 microsecond pulse agplied to the input to a pulsed "or" could
could

become a 0,14 microsecond pulse on the output. When this output of the puised

a 0.3 microsecond pulse, presumably by the B-pulse amplifier transformer At.

tt passed through the B pulse amplifier, it was driving, it was again narrowed to

any r&éte, the combined d B pulse amplifier circuit gives a pulse output well

within specifications

Investigation of the spreading of the pulse through the "or" diode indicated

that excessive open.wire on the 'pluggable unit tester contributed no small amonnt

to the pulse widening; but was not the fall story.

The "yankdewn" circuit at the output of the pulsed "or" circuit fell under
t
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suspicion. This consists of a series choke, resistor an to aid the

; recovery of the output pulse. It was decided to experimentally change these

values and note the effect on the output pulse. Trial and error showed that

a decrease of the resistor value or an increase in the inductance of the "yank-

down" circuit would give a pulse width from the "or" circuit which was within

specifications The simplest change would be to decrease the resistance to

an optimum value, which would probably be about half of its present value.

Since the pulse spreading caused no particular problems in the instruction

frame, it was dectéed that no component changes wobld be made in existing

circuits at the present time.

Register Driver Model A

The A register driver is used to drive many instruction pulse lines

to gate circuits aad to clear flip-flops in the instruction frame. Pluggable

unit test data were taken on the circuit, which existe in two pluggable unit

types. In addition, the circuit was used to drive pulses into the gate tubes

of the time pulse distributor in module C, during testing. No particular diffi-

culty was encountered, and testing data shows the circuit to be satisfactory.

In one instance, it was noted that the output pulse of an ARD driving 16 gate tubes

was not quite recovering. This was an isolated case and no explanation has yet

een uncovered.

gister Driver Model B

This circuit is used to compiement flop-flops and drive instruction

Re

pulses, in one instance at Z2mc. The BRD is always driven by a BPA. In all
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applications, the combination of the BPA and BRD must be considered a

package circuit. This means that the circuit is to be checked by measuring

the input to the BPA and the output of the BRD. This was not known by the

persons doing the pluggable unit testing in the instruction frame, and as a

result unsatisfactory data was obtained on the circuit. The BRD was used to

complement 16 flip-flops in module C. Operation of the circuit in the module

testing was unsatisfactory. Part of the difficulty was due to the master oscil-
lator circuit located in module C. This circuit was puttingoout an undesirably +

lowroutput pulse to drive the BPA section of the BRD package. Operation was

switched to a Burroughs unit test oscillator. Data was taken with 20, 30 and

40 volt pulse inputs to the BPA's driving the BRD's. Outputs from the BRD's
were satisfactory at a P. R. F. of 200 KC, but outputs were too low at 2 mc.

indicated that changing the component values of the terminating

network at the secondary of the BRD input transformer improved the PRF response

:

of the circuit considerably. See Table 1.

Table 1

P.R.F. Input to BPA Output of RRM Terminating Load on
Network BRD

200 KC 25 33 chma

2 MC 20 16 L=33 uh, 33 phme 1

200 KC 20 28 uh, 33 ohms
or L8.2 uh, R=5607.

2 MC 20 25 uh, R=1002 33 ohrae

uh, R=560N2

or L28.2uh, R=560.
a



"5965'* Cathie Follower

Three types of conventional cathode follower circuits are used in
ger

the instruction frame. These are and FCF. The BCF is used exclusively

to drive the suppressor grids of gate tubes. Test data was taken using a

precision capacitor to simulate wiring and gate tubs inpat capacitance loads.

At best, these capacitances could only be estimated However, all cases it is felt

that the simulated loads were on the pessimistic side. All BCF circuits were

able to drive the specified n the proper switching time. A fip-
flop output to switch the CF's was obtained from a testflip-flop...Furthertests

were run on the actual conditioning of gate tube suppressor grids by BCF's. In

one instance, a gate tube suppressor was cbnditioned by one BCF triode while

the gate was being pulsed. In another instance, two gate tubes being pulsed

simultaneously were conditioned by two BCF triodes in paralled. Both tests

were successful, but a unique effect was noted on the output of. the BCF's. A

positive spike appeared oa the triling 'edge of the upper levet of the BCF output

when driving a gate with the control grid of the gate being pulsed, When only

one suppressor was being driven by one triode, the magnitude of the positive

spike was. only on the order of three volts, However, the case of two parallel

triodes, driving two suppressor grids and the two control grids pulsed simultan-

eously, ithe spike approached 10 voltsiin gnitude, An experiment was con-

ducted, 'and it was fairly well determined that this effect was 'due to

:

from the plate to suppressor gria in the gate circuit, of current to the cathode
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llowe

follower due to interelectrode capacitive coupling. This effect was not noted

on the input bevel of the BCF. The general consensu of opinion seemed to

'establish that thie feedback could cause no forseeable difficulties in circuit

applications.
All diode circuit driving cathode followers were tested withThevinin

equivalent diode loads and estimated capacitance loads. Carbon resistors

were used to simulate the equivalent diode circuit resistance with "and" and

Nor" current being supplied.by a D-C power supply.

In general, FCF's were used to drive diode "or" circuits in the

instruction matrix. The worst combination of "or" current and capacitance

each GF was simulated and data taken. All F CF circuits were

able to drive their-sprcified load in the proper switching time.

tha few applications C CF's were used to drive diode "and" circuits

in the frame, but all matrices are now driven by A PCF's. The few C CF's
tested were loaded with simulated diode "and" current and capacitance loads.

It did not seem that the cathode circuits of the cathode followers were accept-
o

ing as much Nand' current as design cr itera would lead one to believe and still

fall in the proper tire. -Fortunately, the circuits used were suffictently over-

designed to allow circuit specifications to be met. No reason for the poorer
than expected fall time of the c CF has yet been established. i is known that

some "hot" 5965's have been placed in the prototype pluggable wnits used in

teating. It may be possible that these tubes are being used in C CF circuits

and as a result are not being driven far enough info the cutoff region, allowing
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too much tube current to flow into the cathode resistor. This could rdduce the
"and" current which could be accepted. Poor cutoff characteristics in the "5965"
triodes could produce the same effect.

The "5965" cathode follower in test was a very stable circuit. The
+150 volts marginal checking could always be Lowered to +50 volts or less before
any effect was noted on CF output. Below 50 volts the circuit had difficulty in
reaching the +10 volt upper level.

A large number of -30 volt protector diodes have failed during circuit
operation. The exact cause has not been definitely established, but there are
theories which seem to merit mentioning.

One possibility, which will be mentioned in more detail under compon-
ents, is that some undetected low back resistance diodes are in the pluggable units.

passed through a diode is 16 ma. At present , when several cathode followers
model paralleled, only one diode is used to clamp the output to -30 v. This
diode may be required torpaas from 20 -30 ma clamp to -30 volts depending on
the model and number of cathode followers in parellel. There-is-some question as
to how tong a "protector" diode of this sort would be required : to pass the 20 - 30

then the present design is satisfactory since a "y" diode is rated to pass 100 ma
for a second or less. Under present test conditions, the +150 v was turned off

+

The upper Limit on the steady-state forward current that should be

ma. If mo case occurs where a diode is required to clamp for more than one second,

inadvertantly in a few instances for several minutes and as a result some protec-
tion

diodeswith nearly zero back resistance. Itty undestrabie-to-parattet protector
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It is undesirable. to parallel protector

diodes, since this also paraliels the back resistances. This effective lower

back resistance would defeat the original purpose, since more current would

flow through the lower resistance. This would also increase the load on the

driving circuit.

Power Cathode Follower Model A
whe

The A PCF is used primarily inyinstruction control as a matrix

driver with one microsecond switching time. Test data obtained shows the bias

in the upper level of this circuit to be higher than anticipated. A typi-

cal value would be +18 out for +12 in. This undesirable in at least two respects.

When the A PCF output
otpu

is at +18 and drives an and'' circuit with at
:

least one input at -30 v, there will be approximately 48 volts across the "down"

diode.

When the A PGF drives an "and " circuit whose output is caught at +10

volts there will be a delay, which has been measured at about .65 microseconds,

between the time the obtput of the A PCF starts to fall and the time the diode

wand! eircuit starts to fall. This is due to the fact that the oufpat of the "and"
a

begin to fall until its input reaches +10. This delay would accumu-

late where more than level of PCF is used in tandem with "and" circuits.

instruction matrix-a time allowance of .05 microseconds had :been made for

such delay. However, two levels of A PCF's are used in tandem here making it

possible to lose a total of 0.1 microsecond in delay from this source. It is believed
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that the circuits are sufficiently overdesigned to compensate for this unexpected

delay, and that it will not create any timing problems in these applications,
Due to a lack of information on the A PCF circuit when the instruction

frame logic was laid out, two circuit applications whose switching time was 6.5

microseconds had been set up utilising the A PCF circuit. Testing revealed that

the A PCF circuit would not satiefactorily follow a 2 mc switching rate. The ont-

put fails to reach its upper.and lower level and resembles a sawtooth wave, Morli-

fications will be made in these two cases, and the A PCF will be replaced by a

different circuit.

Master Oscillator Model A
& 33 volt pulse is presently being obtained from ther cathode circuit of

the oscillator tube via a 1:1 transformer. However, the secondary of the trans-
former is biased at -30 volts and a small additional bias is developed resulting
in a pulse whose lower level is volts. When this pulse is applied to the out-

put BPA's the grid of the BPA's are only brought to positive +1 volts, instead of a

minimum of +5 volts. This results in a low output from the BPA's which drive the

oscillator pulses to other circuits. An investigation of the circuit is being carried

out by the basic circuits grOwp.
A Pulse Generators

~32

Ap attempt was made to obtain pluggableunnit test data on the APG eircuit.

A square wave generator at 20 cps was fed into a relay iaverter which
APS :

switched a reiny in its plate circuit. Au APB was driven froma pair of normally

open contacts on the relay.
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7

'the test scope failed. The pulse was not sufficiently clear to take any data on it.

_
The output of the pulse generator was fed into the complement input

of a flip-flop s and the blinker neons indicated that the flip-flop complemented

Properly. This indicates only that the pulse generator was producing a pulse,

: 'and not that it was operating within specifications.

Some reasonable test procedure will have to be set up for this circuit;

before it is determined whether or not is is satisfactory.

Relay Inverter

aA few of these circuits were tested, It was only necessary that they

switch a relay. All circuits were approved on this basis. These circuits will

draw ebout 6.5 ma o current from the driving source.

the pluggable unit and module testing program were diodes. The high failure

re whieh was incurred may be the result of a combinatio of factors, or may bewas

However, an attempt to monitor the output of the pulse generator on

Components

With the exception of tubes, all component failures recorded during

v :

7 Footed in one of a number of theories which have been suggested. These are

probably worth mentioning here
come A

1. Testing procedures may not be enough:

2. Shelf life from the time of testing until the actual placement

im pluggable unite may canse deterioration,
op3. Sip soldering of cordsmay cause excessive heating of the

:

diodes and resulting deterioration.
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4, Circuit operation combined with poor power regulation and

shutdown may have placed undue strain on the diodes, during

the testing period.

In all fairness, it must be noted that all these failures occurred in

the first few prototype models. In these first few units one would expect inex-

perience in testing and dip soldering as well as in actual circuit testing proced-

ures. The factors which contributed to the diode failures may not be present

by this thne. However, sufficient low back resistance and high forward resist-

ance diodes were detected in these first few models to cause considerable alarm

concerning this component.

It is difficult to check diodes properly once they are on the cards in

the pluggable unit. At best, only a rough check can be made. By this time, pro-

cedures probably have been set up to test diodes on the card between the time

that cards are dipped and placed in the pluggable units.

A few tube failures occurred during the testing program. In some

cases uncertainty exists as to the cause, but it is believed that most failures were

a result of improper testing procedures on the part of those testing the pluggable

units. Two cases can be traced to defective tubes, for certain. 'In one 5965, the

Tubes

rt

getter was shorting out the sumesmenst control grids. One 1782 A was found to be

O.K. when checked D-€ wise, but failed pulsewise.

The 1782 A tube fits very tightly in its socket and must be rocked when

removed. In one case, the tube base was cracked as a result of such removal. On



six other tubes, keyways were cracked and broken off as a result of removing

them from the socket, This would indicate that the tube bases are too fragile,

or that handling techniques were not gentle enough in these instances.

Wirin

Most of the trouble shooting done during the testing period of plug-

gable units and the module led ultimately to wiring errors. This was to be

expected on the prototye pluggable units and module, since many of the per-

later unite.

The types of wire used in the pluggable units and module seemed

sutisfactory with the exception of the microdot wire now in prototype module C,

The insulation of this wire wes found to have low abrasive resistance and

improved microdot will appear in forthcoming modules.

an isolated instance filaments in module C were found to be shorted

"to chassis. Investigation showed that this was occurring in one of the pluggable

units, The unit was removed and the filament wire checked. When the filament

wire was moved from touching the pluggable unit chasaia, the short disappeared.

However, no visible break could be found in the insulation of the wire.

The wiring of moduleGC indstrated that usingmicrodot wire between

points 8 to 12 inches apart seems unnecessary. In these cases, nearly as much

:

soure i concerned were inexperienced and techniques were still undergoing

refinement. This was borne gout by the noticeable decrease in wiring errors

yellow wire is used in tying in the ends of the coax as would used in jumper (ag

the points together with open wire.
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In module C wiring, it was noted that in serminating signal wires

the wire is always sent to the terminating resister on the hoard before being

sent to the last unit of load. In many places, wiring could be shortened by

$ to 4 inches and made somewhat neater if the signal pin of the laat load uit
were connected and then jumpered to the terminating resistor,

Mechanical Features

By far, the larger portion of mechanical failures occurred herause

of of the male plugs in pluggable unit bases to meade proper contact

with the opposite member in pluggable unit testers and in module C, In many

instances, pluggable units which made contact in one famale base would not

make contact in another. This would evidently be due to a buildup of tolerances

on the part of both male and female. These falures occurred in the prototype

pluggable unit models. Since then the pins have been redesigued, and it is

hoped that failure from this cause will be eliminated. No data is yet available

om the redesigned bases.

In some Instances pluggable units bases did not loat properly in the

pluggable unit frame. As far as is known, this has occurred in only the first few

prototype units, whoae frames may not be entirely within specifications. It is

felt that this difficulty should be eliminated in forthepming units.

In prototype module C, pluggable units uld not be put it the module

Mahe

without considerable force being applied, In some casnn where anits were forced

in, wires were torn off card edges in the pluggable amits It became necessary to

remove th Madders" from the module in order to of the unit



into the module. Module C has been operated throughout without these "ladders,"
whose main purpose is to hold the pluggable units firmly in position. This parti-
cular difficulty has been investigation by the mechanics! design group.

On the filament busses in module C it was noted that the male connector

of the wires leading to the buss seems to fall out too easily. The male connector

on the end of the lead in wire has no room for expansion and as a result is being

compressed to some extent. Perhaps this difficulty could be overcome by use of

the edge connector principle where expansion is provided for.

The stamping of pluggable unit type numbers on each unit and of.plug-

gable unitilocations on the back of each module would facilitate testing and help

eliminate the possibility of placing & wrong type of unit in the wrong

tion. No permanent dentification procedure was used on module C or its proto-

type units.

During testing it was found that the handin= on the pinggable unit cam-

shafts wo loose and fall off quite easily. This is due te failure of the set screw

to remairt tight against the flat part of the shaft.

B is felt that the soldering hugs used on the card assemblies in the

by oaly a amall amount of bending. Once a lug is broker it cannot be replaced

with the card still in the pluggable waif The card nmust be removed from the units

ond

This ean onky be accomplished with great difficulty, if all. Quite often the

a

type units are to fragile. During troubleshooting, several lugs were broken of

attemptmade to remove the remaining portion of the tng from the card.

result is a broken card.. .
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The instruction control group invites comments, corrections and ques~

tions concerning any of the material found in this report.

H. G. Hickey
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June 10, 1954

i. The -30 breaker on module G and the +156 marginal check breaker for

Gg, MW were tripping every five minutes. An ammeter was placed in series

with the +150 (3 amp) breaker and read oaly amp. The ber did not

climb just before the breaker tripped, so we assumed that the was

defective and it was replaced. The -30 (3 amp) breaker still kept tripping.
An ammeter in series with the breaker read 1.5 amps and the reading

atarted to climb just before the breaker tripped. The breaker was assumed

to be all right and the trouble was traced to PU-GD. The plates on 5965

(tube 1 and GD) were glowing red. The enit was pulled and the plate decoup-

ling resistors were sliced in half although they still must have been making
contact. The excessive current was traced to a -30 clamping diode in the

eathode with only 3K back resistance.

2. While tracking down the trouble in (1) above, it was found that the CF's in
P. U. type 6013 had -30 clamping diodes. Since these CF's drive only gates,

clamping diodes are not needed. We checked the prototype and saw that the

30 lead had been clipped on that unit, but the enginesring change did not get

through to the production wnits. The engineering change has now been sent in, -
Grid resistors in register drivers which work at 2 mcps are being changed

from 10 ohms 1/2 w to 1000 ohms 1/2 w to limit grid current.

4. Jr (3rd group) and FS (ist group) filaments not lighted. Tapered pine do not

seem to be making contact with the filament bus.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

PU - ET will not plug in.

PU - GG Tube 6 locked gassy and was replaced.

The TPD was changed from an 8 microsecond to a 6 microsecond ring.
Timing is very tight in many instances and impossible in others. Part
of memory selection will have to be done in the program element instead

of the instruction eontrol frame. Cable delays and transformer delays

may dictate other changes in the logical design as well as in a few pluggable
unit types,

Time level sero and time level one are being interchanged. The "Break"

flip-flop is cleared on TP-11 supposedly. However, because of delays, stc.,
the pulse does not get te the flip-flop until much after TP-11. Therefore,
the "Break" flip-flop has not settled down by sero time. Now if you are in

& Pause and Break condition and then change to a Pause and No Break, you
do not want TP-9 to get through and start up the ring. However, as men-

toned above, the Break flip-flop does not settle down by sero time. So the

machine will be stopped in the future in by which time the Break flip-
flop will definately have settled down.

A. H.
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June li, 1954

1. With all "1" being read into the operation register the +90 line has the

following noise:

J. Beesley suggests that all future PCF's have their +90 decoupled and

that we just hang a 1 uf raparitor on the line.

a PU - CD tubes it and 2 have 1K resistors in the grid circuit. These are

ARD's mat 2 The cutput voltage the with the I K resis-

tor as with the previous 10 chm resistor. However, the grid current was

cut from 14 ma to 5 ma.

3. PU - FC tubes aad 5 have 470 chm resistors in the grid. This is a BRD

et 2 mcps. The input transformer has a 100 chm resistor on the primary

te cnt down the drive since the cutpat of the BEM in tighly loaded. Without

the 100 ohm input terminating resistor and with the 10 chm grid resistor the

grid curreat per tubs wae 6.5 ma. With the 100 chm resistor and 10 chm

resistor the grid current per tube was 3.5 me. With the 100 ohm resistor

aad 470 chm resistor the grid current per tube was 2.6 ms.

4. Tubes 7, 8 cad 9 tn PU ~ HG were act lighted. The pias oa the plug-

gabie unit looked burat and scorched. There was no apparent reasoa for this.

After the pins were cleaned, the filaments lighted up.

S$. PU - ET could be after the terminal board mounting bracket

moved.

E2

:

:

:

:

:
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é. PU ~ CF tube 9 lighted 2 p.m. Atar jiggling the tube, the filaments

lighted

7. PU - CX tube 9 (came as 6)

a OM FJ (3rd group) and FS {let group) of tubes the wire inside the tapered pia

is not making with the taper pin, was reported

9. PU ~ DLrz card 9, the +10 catcher diede found cpon and replaced.

9 the signs! 47 bad 1 %

replaced,

21. PU - CD tube I was not at 5 p.m. See 6.
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June 14, 1954

i. Ome per cent resistors in the power cathode follower circuits have been

opening has rhenged vaive. In particular, the 47K and 51K
resistors in parallel! ia the plate circuit of the difference amplifier have

been opening up. The 68 K resistor which is also part of this parallel

group has act gone bad, A 300K reeistor in unit has changed value

te megatcycis. The threes resistors in parallel shouldbe 18K. Here

are readings that were taken yesterday on some pluggable units that were

bad The last three were fresh from stock andmeasured just to make sure

thet defective components ant getting into the pluggahie unite

6010 erp X226 Card - 18K Card 26K

X 227 Card4- 2iK Card - 19K
also Card 16 300 K Resistor was Imeg.

1

X 220 Card 10 - 68K Card 4 - 18K

X 206 Card 10 - 30K Card 10 - 30K

6017 type X 225 Cardi - 68K Card 7 - 18K
Card8 - 18K Card 14 - 16K

X 22 Car€l - 66K Card? - 62K
Card 8. 66K Card 14 ~ 62K

X a29 Cardi - 18K Card? - 25K
Card6 - 28K Card 14 - 52K



Po wet a

Fresh From Stock

6010 type 222 Card 4 - 18K Card 10 = 19x
X 228 Card4- 18K 18K
x 231 Card4- 18K Card 10 - 16K

We have at times lost just the +150, the +90 or the -30@ supply. Tests
and calculations indicate that lose of any of these supplies should not cause

resisters to fail. A few the machine without air-condition-

ing and then tarned it suddenly. There is scone chance that this might be

have rua

The actual cause has uct been verified yet.
2. Yesterday in item 16 it wae mentioned that a signal diode was replaced The

lee should be mentioned se they are of interest.
A wamber was set inate the step csunter to indicate the number ef desired shifts

aad « shift instruction was carried out over and over. The add "one" pulses
te the step counter were observed to see if the order wa-

properly. EH we set § in the step scope, we would sec

"add one" pulses for eo, bat then could a decaying action

and oaly "1" add pulse would be seen. The trouble was traced to a bad

diode, The poiat being made is that in actual machine shift order

would actually have been performed correctly once or more since it tock time

for the errer to occur. Yet if many ordera using the step counter were per-
formed in the same program, it is conceivable that eventually erro would have

occurred. This may be of interest to diagnostic programmers and maintenance

A. H.
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ISSUE 4

i.

3.

INSTRUCTION CONTROL DAILY LOG

A 6010 pluggable unit that has never worked was finally debugged today

after about 12 man hours. The symptoms were: one side of
2

A FF always stuck in the +10 condition; the other aide switching from -30

te +10 but to -30 before the next pulse came along. The trouble

was that pins 2 and 3 (grid cathode ) of the cathode follower in the +16

output side of the flip-flop were soldered together inadvertently.

2 Ca PU - 6001 X2 a pulse transformer card 7 (of a gate tube) bad.

The measurements seemed to indicate that nothing should be

:

:

wrong. The primary measered about 3 ohms, the eecoadary i chm sad

secondary to primary are opens. circuit. When the transformer was replaced

the circuit worked. With the original traneformer a pulse was developed

in the primary, but even with the secondary uasolidered fram the card there

was The transformer is being sent te the

are all other that seem to be bad,

lt has been ascertained that leads in tapered pins that have been crimped

by hand can be pulled loose without too much trouble. Leads in tapered pins

that have been crimped on a machine are impossible to pull loose. Unfor~

tunately, quite a few leads on Instruction Control seam to have been crimped

by hand, if aot all of them. This is probably why we have been having
:

with them. All future leads are being crimped by
2

:

A. 3.




